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Woroni would sincerely like to

make a number of apologies, to

a number of people.

Firstly, we -would like to

apologise to all the SA

Excite Nexus, namely and the

Independents, for featuring
Excite Nexus presidential
candidate Aparna Rao

prominently on the cover for

the last issue. Whether you

believe us or not, we did not

mean to intentionally promote

Aparna — Aparna was in the SA

building on the weekend when

the cover was being produced,
and many people were needed

for the photo. In the photo, she

was mean to be handing out

(non-partisan) SA brochures

while being shot by Howard.

Secondly, Woroni -would like

to apologise to candidates, from

a number of tickets such as the

Collective Endorsed candidate

for Women's Officer, whose

candidate statements were

not included in Woroni, even

though they were sent to us.

This was a result of technical

problems, namely our email

program stuffing up.

Thirdly, we would like to

apologise to Dominic JVLcKenna

for labelling him with the

wrong ticket in relation to his

Fac Rep candidacy. If this

happened to anyone else we

would also like to sincerely

apologise.

Fourthly, Woroni would like

to apologise to Get Smart, and

particularly, Daniel Casey,
for stating that Get Smart

receives funding from the

Labor party. We have since

been informed that Get Smart,

while comprised of many Labor

parry affiliates, does not receive

funding from the Labor party.

Lastly, but certainly not least

importantly, we would like to

apologise, particularly to Penny
Gosling (see letter on page 6),

for the candidate statement

of Gen Rep candidate Joe

McNamara. We posted an

apology on the SA website on

the day Woroni was distributed

and sent an email to the same

effect to both the International

Students' Society (ISSANU)
and the ANU Muslim

Association (ANUMA).
Woroni regrets that a change
made for DSP (the body
responsible for censorship of

Woroni) in the latest issue of

Woroni was not incorporated.
At DSP, on page 24, the words

'Islamic' and 'International' in

the candidate statement of Joe
j

McNamara were blacked out. [

The page was sent to the
'[?

printers as a replacement ];

for an uncensored page with
|

i

an instruction to replace it,
r

but this wasn't done by our \

printers. \\

If you have any further |

questions or comments, feel
j|

free to email Woroni at 4

woroni.articles@anu.edu.au i

We sincerely apologise for jii

any distress we have caused |

anyone, and can assure you we
j

have taken steps to ensure this
f

doesn't happen again. j'

Finally, we'd like to apologise |

to anyone reading this,
,

^

including the members of :

all SA tickets, for so many
?

apologies. \
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UMliniff* Our sentient Wally this issue is someone you probably recognise if you're a regular Woroni reader (isn't

everyone?), if only because you threw the last issue of Woroni away in disgust. That's right, for heading the first

Indie Ticket in many years that didn't win the SA election by a landslide, and for herself 'winning' president by only
one vote, which will be subject to much scrutiny, and for appearing (unintentionally) prominently on the last Woroni

cover, which, due to (untrue) claims of bias, may have hurt rather than helped her campaign, it's this years' SA

president-elect (just) Aparna Rao.

This issue's winner will receive a multifaceted prize
-

firstly, like last issue, a music voucher to the value of $30 from

that multinational bloodsucking corporate giant JB Hi Fi (you can tell we had to pay for it) and, secondly, a six

pack of one-litre bottles of wine from the Returnable Wine Bottle Co. The Returnable Wine Bottle Co., as the name

suggests, produce wine in reusable bottles, sold in the University House Supermarket, and will be having a wine

tasting at Acton Supermarket (that's the one in the Union building) on \A October, from 12-2 (you can tell we didn't

pay for this prize) .

a t
.

_

~
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Editorial...
[?]

The recent terrorist attacks in Moscow,
Beslan, Iraq, and, most publicised,

Jakarta, are all tragic, but we cannot let

them change our resolve or influnce our

deicions.

The attack on the Australian embassy
in Jakarta, while having a lesser death

toll than other recent attacks, was

particularly notable because it took

place just days before Indonesia's

September 20 presidential election,

and just weeks before Australia's

October 9 Federal election, bringing

back memories of the Madrid bombing
in March. In Spain, that bombing led

to defeat for the pro-US Popular Party

in the Spanish election, which until

that time had been leading the opinion

polls. The triumphant Socialist Prime

Minister quickly withdrew troops from

Iraq.

Whether you agree with Australia's

involvement in Iraq or not, or agree that

our involvement has made us a greater

target for terrorism (and remember

the Bali bombing was well before our

involvement in Iraq), we cannot allow

terrorism to do in Australia what it

did in Spain
- circumvent democracy

and influence the governance of our

country.

If we do, we will be giving in to

terror - terror that, while not killing

any Australians, killed innocent

Indonesians (and Muslims) and

destabilised democracy, both here

and in Indonesia. Those responsible, I

believe, were motivated by feelings of

inadequacy and jealousy of the West,

and a perverted interpretation of Islam,

and democratic elections in Indonesia

and Malaysia have rejected similar

religious zeal.

If we believe in democracy, then we

can't let the Jakarta bombing influence

our Federal election result, whatever

it is. If we do, we will end up just

like Spain- we will have suffered a

terrorist attack on our own soil. If you
don't want our troops in Iraq, tell our

poltiicians so. But don't let someone

with a car full of explosives make up

your mind for you.

This issue, we have a lot of stuff, and

by stuff I mean content. Starting on

page 30 is an eleven-page feature

(before you moan, it's broken up,
so you can read sections of it),

detailing the history of Woroni

and its predecessor, and ANU and

its predecessor
-

it betokens well

(I suppose I should delcare in my

recommendation my vested interest in

that I wrote it [that also explains the

use of the word 'betokens']). Also, we

have a feature on Women in Education

Week, which is on page 26, and, of

course, a special round up on the

unprecedented (we use that word many

times) SA election results, including

interviews with all the presidential

candidates (starting with the opinion

articles on page 15 and 16 [and, before

that, SA president Max Jeganathan

responds to Thorn Mackey's claims

last issue of SA impotence]). And we

don't have all the regular sections. Oh

wait, we do. (Nor do we have as many

parenthese as usual in my edirtorial,

so here's some: ()()((())). So enjoy the

isssue, rememebr to vote in the Federal

election if you're enrolled or pay the

fine, and until I type and you read the

editirial for the final issue for the year
of Woroni, rest for the exam study

which is fast approaching.

Sincerely,

[?]
On Thursday the 9th of September
2004, approximately 15 young
adults armed with toy guns and

wearing everything from balaclavas

to Mickey Mouse masks stormed

upon the peacefully polling student

politicians in Union Court. They
took an Excite member hostage
and issued demands, with the

threat that if they were not met,

the student politician would be

allowed to continue polling. They
shouted a lot. One had a great deal

of water balloons strapped to his

chest, another was in a plane outfit

and kept running into everything.

Eventually they went away to

hang another unsuspecting Excite

victim outside the Credit Union.

Little did people know, this was the

pinnacle of democracy and one of

the greatest victories in the War

Against Terror.

The events described above

were those orchestrated by the

joke ticket, Terrorism Yeh. The

university ordered Mathew

Kenneally, or Maty K, to change the

name of his ticket to TY because

it was inappropriate to have

terrorism in a name and would

cause much ruckus throughout
the university. Maty K, being the

unprovocative person that he is,

obliged. Nevertheless the university
was right because there has been

a hell of a brouhaha about the joke
ticket ever since. Many people have

criticised the ticket for being of such

poor taste, which is fair enough,
particularly as soon after the ticket

was created the horror in Russia

occurred. But then, being in poor

taste was pretty much the point.
If you were paying close enough
attention you would have realised

that there was no reference to

Chechnya nor was there, except for

one mindless slip-up, any reference

to race or culture. See, Maty K's

point was meant to be that it was

terrorism for the sake of terrorism,
an all inclusive group with no

affiliations whatsoever... which, in

case you haven't worked out yet,
was taking the piss in regard to

other tickets of student politics.

Anyway, so why is it the pinnacle of

democracy? I would have thought
that would be pretty self-evident.

The fact that we live in a country
where people allow a ticket that is

mock-promoting terrorism, at a time

when such a topic is excruciatingly

sensitive, with little more than a

grumble from those who themselves

are invoking free speech, is a true

testament to democracy.

My mum actually called me up

to say that it was a stupid idea to

be a part of the stunt on the 8th

of September. Given the furore

surrounding terrorism, she was

genuinely concerned for my life and

the future of my education. My mum

doesn't often say what I do is stupid,
which is quite something really, so I

have to say it made me sit back and

think about what Terrorism Yeh was

doing. Her main argument was, as

mentioned, that it was too sensitive

an issue. Since the situation about

Chechnya (The Embassy bombing
occurred, possibly ironically, as TY

was raging through Union Court, so

was not of consideration) there was

a return to the heightened sense of

hysteria that there had been since

Bali and possibly even September
11. Australian Federal Police were

now scrounging around airports

using their canines to try and sniff

out the terrorists. Fear, or terror

as it were, was again in the hearts

of all.

It is for this very reason I decided

that Terrorism Yeh was actually a

great victory in the 'War Against

Terror'. The War is not only against

shabby looking fundamentalists

in caves. It is also against the

governments that strive on the
f

terror, by creating hysteria, \

enacting new laws and sending out
[

fridge magnets. People are terrified.
j

Well, TY laughed in the face of
j

terror. If there is one thing that
j

Australians are good at it is taking '?

the piss. What better way is there to
\

fight terror than with laughter and -

comedy? Having someone dress up \

as a 747 Jet and run into things is J

bad taste, but it is also ludicrously (

silly. It is taking something that is
j

so taboo and turning it on its head, j

that's what satire is all about. The

best way to fight terror is with a
}

smile. Otherwise, if they take away
our humour, then the terrorists

don't need any more bombs, because

the battle is already won. With this
(

thought in mind and mirth in my
j

heart I donned a balaclava and went

to kidnap an unsuspecting student

politician, laughing all the while.

PS I told you one vote could make a

difference.
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; Recount of Sighting

I just saw a student get
bottles and cans out of the

bins in the library to put in

the recycling bins outside,

wow.

Lucy Battersby

More Political Stuff

After Mr Howard has frittered

our surplus away, BIS Shrapnel

(ABC World Today, 12m/d 9

September 2004) has tipped a

recession.

Meanwhile, it looks like Peter

uosteno is so tuii OT Magic

Pudding, he's nearly busted the

buttons off his waistcoat.

Kindest regards

- Peter Woodforde

Jack Waterford (Finding Room to cover

two elections at once, The Canberra

Times, Panorama, 4 September) urges
Canberrans to pity ACT politicians, up
for election in October and looking
for media interest during a federal

campaign.
Fair enough, but there is an issue

both local and federal candidates (and

media) could sponsor to widespread

acclaim.

A national moratorium on tertiary

nursing HECS would not only garner

community support but is undoubtedly

economically rational.

The ACT at least has had a go at this

sensible approach, but in a necessarily

limited way, due to the tightening of

'financially responsible' federal purse

strings.

We have a nationwide shortage of

nurses but charge willing youngsters

hefty fees to enter tertiary institutions

(except for elite Sydney Uni, which has

opted out). This is wrong.

Let's see a policy move on this now.

Who knows, the whole nation might get

involved.

Kindest regards

Peter Woodforde

Fnir Fnonoli
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To Whom it May Concern:

I am writing to express my

displeasure with the current issue

of Woroni.
T U^iickir^ -fUa a-n+ira. 'TV' inAj-a.

ticket was in poor taste, but I

take particular exception to the

representation made by Gen Rep
candidate Joe McNamara.

Given the religious and cultural

diversity evident at the ANU and

the country as a whole, specific

reference to 'Islamic Extremists'

is unnecessarily reinforcing

dangerous stereotypes. In addition,

I feel the implications of his

closing statements regarding
international students were not

appropriately considered prior to

publication. To even tenuously
associate international students

with terrorism is inappropriate and

irresponsible.

It concerns me greatly that such

inappropriate material will be

available to and read by many
students on campus and that a

student publication has failed to

comprehend its responsibilities

to students. I suggest that the

editors take more responsibility

for regulating the content of future

issues if they wish to avoid future

repercussions.

Yours Faithfully,

Penny Gosling

(See apology page 2 - Ed).

\§Smm^O I Jjp#ii\Spl

We love to receive your letters

because they tell us someone is

actually reading the letters page
of Woroni (particularly if they

say as much) or at least sending
random things to our email, apart
?fiwm nnrn cit*=»c Yirui cc\y\ c*»nH
llVIil L/VS.&.AJL UA IWkJ. A VVt VU1J LJV11M

them (letters, not porn sites) to

woroni.articles@anu.edu.au, send

us a telegram, pictograph them,

letraset them, tap them in morse

code, or even ring us - we'll come

and get them (from North and

'. South Canberra only).

«piiiw^mrs^'^goYoYo^Jrn.

]-iii^ioxH^I^a6iIitkolita^rfWh5nft

Educated Opinion
Dear Woroni,

I read your review of 80s 'culture'

with interest. Being just old

enough to remember the 70s I've

never quite understood wny inose

in their early 20s seem fascinated

by the decade.

It was shithouse, and anyone with

half a brain at the time realised

it. If you want to experience a

modern day version of what the

80s felt like to live through, watch

a week's worth of Australian Idol

or Big Bogans. Except the whole
world was like that.

It was shit. Leave it alone.

Cheers,

Dr. Leon Gromski.

'magazine'
Dear Woroni,

My name is Dominic McKenna.

I ran in the SA elections this

year for the positions of General

ixcpicociiiauvc aiiu
l-iiv^ii icci ii ly

Faculty Representative. I could

not help but notice that in your

'magazine' that I was shown to be

representing two different parties.

This was not the case. I feel that

your error could have harmed my
election chances

(if anyone in the

electing body actually reads your

publication). I do not claim to be

any sort of comic genius, but many
of my friends and acquaintances

have told me that they found my

Engn Rep candidate statement to

be rather amusing. Unfortunately,
the humour in the statement only

makes comic sense if the reader

has some knowledge of my

sexuality. Thus my friends found

it amusing, and the general public

may have, if they knew that I was

a member of the party 'So Queer
it Hurts!'. The introductory section

for my statement however, claimed

that I was a member of 'Terrorism

Yeh'. So, not only was I put in the

incorrect political party, but I was

put in a joke ticket, accompanied
by a candidate statement that

didn't make any sense. Now I don't

know about anybody else, but I

generally don't vote for members

of joke parties who don't make any

sense. A few pages later, in the

section containing all the GenRep
statements, I was put in the correct

party. Unhelpfully though, my

picture and statement were put
one-and-a-half pages away from

the other members of the 'So

Queer it Hurts!' party, just at the

end of the list of Terrorism Yeh'

representatives.

I would appreciate an apology
from your editors, and also a slight

reduction in the level of general

incompetence if that could be

arranged.

Sincerely,

Dominic McKenna

(See apology page 2 - Ed).

Technology, eh?

I would like to congratulate the

Students Association on beginning

the new Students Association

newsletter. I am sure it will play a

important role in keeping students

informed about events on campus.
i nope nowever mat the hrst issue

of this newsletter will not be

indicative of what students

will recieve in future. On the

23rd of August I recieved the

newsletter, containing important
information for candidates, namely
that if they want their candidate

profiles published in the next

issue of Woroni they will have to

be submitted by the 20th. If this

newsletter is to serve any purpose
at all, information about events

will have to be disseminated

BEFORE the said events occur.

Kieran Bennett

(The student newsletter has been

sent termly this year -

Ed).
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The Fine Arts Students Association presents?the Australian / -|
National University s Event of the Year! * H ^ o jj

The Art School Ball is traditionally the forum for t^e off-beat, ^1
the creative and the left-of-centre aspects of youth culture iri

;\ J
Canberra, This event showcases the best of emerging artists If

across all disciplines: music, dj-ing, visual art, fashion and /

design, this will be a hotbed of artistic expression, nurturing thel
upcoming artists of tomorrow. In addition to providing a forum fprg

emerging artists, The Art School Ball highlights contemporary art?

nraotir'QC Qf»rrtcc mctrwt Hicr-inlinno and aftrar»tc manu wicitni'c frr*nri

interstate, bringing together current residents and past residents.

This year, the ball will be held on October 9.

The Ball is back at the Artschool with three stages, the Glam
t p

Slam, §iftAILnite_Tech Room and the x-terrace-stiaf stage.' THe£i
theme is Glam, our featured performers include Agency Dub T;,f%

Collective, Recipe, Stalker, Be Paton, DJ SY+Chris Rogers, jfc*&£

Dreamcatcher, Disko Pigs, DJ Nathan, Phong, Changeable ,,\|;

Dam, Dot-Dot, Dragn Kite, The Bigots, Crafty Glam Girls, Thin.;
Tie Suicide, The Grandson.. ..and too many more to mention! - *

Many thanks to our sponsors, 2xx fm, the Art Store, the Phoenix,
j

Landspeed, Cowboys and Angels, Loui, the Wig and Pen, and v^
Rougk. ^ ;-/ ?;;

The Bare Essentials: \^- ^^^^^K^ff^%

The Art School Ball 2004 '^ttB^S^lB^
Saturday October 9 *??

f

^^^^^^^S^^
ANU School of Art

'

?§&0*&%%/*&
Doors open: 9pm ^«c #Sf J^5
Tickets: $15 from Landspeed, or the Art Supply Sh6p4$2Qfon;tlXe^
door^ /?'%? 4*- W/» ^^

Themk Glam (prizes for best dressed!) , ^^ ;^, ^ : ^vtl ^

Merryn S^feer & Esther Lee [y ^|$ ^S^^^P^P
Co-Presidents, Fine Arts Students ^Assoaktiort;, ^c%fe||^lci

SexDep Members enjoying the birthday celebrations

[?]
i

^^^ This year, the ANU SA Sexuality
^ Department celebrates ten years of

existence. Where did it all start? How did

to where it is today? This month, Sexuality

past and present revisit the department s origins,

it get
Officers

its successes and its future. :

At a recent tenth anniversary get together, organised by current

Officer David Mills, a documentary was screened that explored
what students and faculties understand as the role of the Sexuality

Department in campus life. Several past Sexuality Officers were in

attendence, and were impressed with how far the Department has

come over the past ten years. In fact, they were so impressed that

they decided to dash back to the Hue Depot and write a Woroni

column about it. So here we are, late at night, celebrating some

thing that started small and developed into an enduring, positive
force on campus. !

In the beginning, the Department s mere existence was an i

achievement in itself. An amendment to the SA s constitution man- !

dated the creation of a department designed to offer information |

and support to all students about issues relating to homosexuality j

and other non-heterosexual orientations. It was also required to
j

distribute safe sex material. Officers for the first few years enjoyed |

direct contact with students through regular office hours and a
j

column in Woroni.
f

At this time, the Department was a small, fledgling organisation I

that operated out of a cramped office in the old SA building. It was \.

great to have ANU representation at the annual Queer Collbora-
;

tions conference, and poster campaigns did a great deal to make

students aware of the Department and the issues it was engaged
with. But scope was limited and the effectiveness of the organisa
tion in serving students on campus correspondingly so.

j!

Today, the Sexuality Department is a vastly enhanced organisa-
j

tion. Thanks to the Department and its dedicated Officers, students

can enjoy the Hue Depot, an entire week s worth of activities with

a queer focus during 0-Week and Pride Week, a vibrant queer col- .!

lective that enables direct input into the running of the Department, ;|

and more.
;

As Officers who served in the early days, we say to everyone who I

has had a hand in creating this success: you have helped more
]

people than you can possibly know through the work you have
j

done. And to those students on campus who have thought about
;

getting in touch with the Department to ask questions, seek sup

port or use its services: go for it! The Department is here for you,
and it will continue to evolve according to the needs of students on

campus, just as it has over the past ten years.

Congratulations to David and all past officers. Best of luck to next i

year s crew, Laura Crespo in particular (incumbent). May the next

ten years see an evolution as spectacular as the last.

Julian Coldrey (Officer - 1996), Catherine Mellors (Officer
- 1995),

Seumas Hyslop (Officer - 1 995/96).
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? Students make people cry

during talks over their

possible eviction

? New telescope to replace

the one that was destroyed

at stromlo

? Federal election called for

October 9 - Higher

education to be a big issue

? woroni forced to apologise

over failed censorship in

last issue

? sa elections surrounded by

controversy - from polling

to results

? act government to back

local acts by talking to

record stores

? Ranamok Glass Prize won

by member of anu alumni -

donates prize money to

CHARITY

? 2005 SA President uncertain

AS PROCESS FOR POSSIBLE NEW

ELECTON FINALISED

ACT Government to Support
Local Acts

James Street

THE ACT qoVERNMENT HAS ACKNOWLEDQED THE

LACK OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR. LOCAL MUSICIANS WITH

A PLAN TO APPROACH MAJOR MUSIC STORES AND

ASK THEM TO STOCK CDS By LOCAL ACTS.

RECENTLY, CANBERRA'S MUSICIANS HAVE FACED A

TOUCH TIME WITH THE CL0S1NC OF IMPACT RECORDS,

WHICH HAD A SECTION SPECIFICALLY FOR CANBERRA

BASED MUSICIANS. THE OTHER MAJOR MUSIC STORES

IN CANBERRA HAVE SO FAR REFUSED TO STOCK AN

ARTIST UNLESS THEY ARE REPRESENTED BY A MAJOR

RECORD LABEL.

BUSINESS MINISTER MRTED QUINLAN

ACKNOWLEDCED THAT Hi CANNOT FORCE CANBERRA

MUSIC STORES TO STOCK CANBERRA ARTISTS, Hi

DOES, HOWEVER, PLAN TO APPROACH THEM, SA/INq,

'KtCXVSt. WE ARE GOVERNMENT, MAYBE THEY WILL

RETHINK/7

LOCAL MUSIC PROMOTER, JOL DUVALL, COMMENTED

THAT THE SITUATION FOR LOCAL INDEPENDENT

MUSICIANS WAS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT, Hi SAID,

'WHAT WE WANT IS FOR GOVERNMENT TO TALK

TO THiSi SHOPS AND SAY WE WANT CANBERRA

CULTURE, WE WANT CANBERRA FLAVOUR AND WE

WANT A TASTE OF CANBERRA IN YOUR SHOPS.'

THERE HAS, HOWEVER, BEEN A PROLIFERATION OF

LOCAL ACTS PLAYINC LIVE RECENTLY, WITH THE RE

OPENINC (DID IT EVER ACTUALLY CLOSE?) OF TOAST,

AND VARIOUS OTHER VENUES.

Guy Sebastian at Parliament House - he clearly has the

support of Government - not too sure about Hancock

Basement...
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ATtf£WS; A cargo ship raMMed into

ra Greek hillside as the captain
was speaking on his Mobile

'77-e captain to{-/ uj fce fcad

Placed the ship on automatic

PHUT e#r|-j vvd- hut paywy

attention*' Ylannls Ftoulls, head
of Styllda's port autfcorfty, *----/

77-e Associated Press*

LOS NJGELES: The county of Los

Anodes has chawed Its ¥7vear
old official eMbleM to v/ard off a

lawsuit by cls/ll rights advocates
who claimed the current seal

unfairly fas/ours the Christian

religion*

AMMAA/; A young Jordanian Man

Is facing jail after donning a

veil and joining an all-feMale

wedding party in order to win
a fret, the official Petra agency

reported Wednesday*
One female guest pulled the veil
off SallM's head and revealed his

true Identity*
The unmasking triggered panic
and anger aMong the wedding
party^ with several woitoen

throwing shoes and chairs at

SallM before he Managed to f(ee«

tfARR/SBURG, Pennsylvania: A t*an

has been sentenced to probation
for matching the hairpiece off
the head of another Man at a

restaurant*
Paul J* Goody, 15» of teitooyne.

Pleaded guilty to theft fry

unlawful taking* We way

sentenced *o 2.3 Months'
probation^ fined $USBOO and
ordered to write a (etter of

apology. He performed the act as

a bet to win $100*

£AK£ GEORGE,New York: Charges
have been dropped against a

Man arrested In an American
restaurant for not leaving a big
enough tip*

After researching the case

against HuMberto Javeras,
authorities said yesterday that
he cannot be forced to pay a

gratuity.
faveras was charged with
Misdemeanor theft of services

after he and feHow diners

argued with Managers at

Soprano's Italian and American
Grill In New York over a required
18 per cent tip for large parties*

ANU Man Takes Out Prestigious Art Prize

Cassidy Dirou *% i\Y+l

A MGMB£K OF TH£ AK]W SCHOOL OF AKT.XLUMNI^K^P^Cp^ -|H^l|^fjrHM
TXK6N OUTTH£ PKESTICIOUS RXNXMOK QLXSS pKtZe;iTOv|£^^^H^W|/c;'S
DECISION TO D0NXT6 THE $7,500 PWZ6 TO CH^R&ry*!^!^
IN qLXSS CIRCLES. ^ \\ ^ tv 'i\ -$ |! \ ^ L;

'

\% t\

THE RXNXMOK qLXSS PRJZe, NOW IN ITS 10-H YEXK,, WXS'CdNTeSTED By 15?! J'

ENTRIES. TH^Se INCLUDED THE WOKK OR MXNY PXST XUU* PRESENT AU\) ]\-

CLXSS, WITH MXNYANV STUDENTS HXVINq WON THE PRJZ6 IN DECENT VE^S.

THEWINNEK, MKCHXSELINq, HXS XSTKONq XSSOfeJXTION V/IJiH THE SCHOOL

OF AW, BfclNq XN XCUMNI, XND IS X WELL K'NOWN ?flQ0^i^^^HY CUPCl^ENT

STUDENTS. .HIS DECISION TO DONXTE HIS PBJZE MONEY TO CffX FClf^SW £V£ K,

PsAISED EYEBPsOWS/WITH SOME COMMENTINq T.HXT IT WXS FO^t&^K
PUBLICITY P.UR.POSES. T^Si P.UMOU M,HXVE BEEN REJECTED JY THoIWho
KNOW M^CHXSELINq, MOST SXYlNq IT IS MOKE LIKELY THAT

\^f. D^XTED THE

MONEYTO OUT OF KlflDNE^pfc IN SPI POTION.
?

:|j:

' *

FOUNDED XND JUDqE OF THS RXNXMOK qLXSS PWZE, M Pv AJ^ DJ^E
W

?jLp
M M E K

EMPHXSISED THE IMPOKTXNCE Qf qLXSS XS XN XRX1ST1C MEDIUM. HE
v '

COMMENTED, 'FOK SOME KEXSON, qLXSS XKT1STS F^OM THIS eXPa/oF. THE

WOKLD CONSISTENTLY PUNCH FXgv XBOVE THEIR. WEI qHT XND WE' P^EVEPO/

PLEXSED Wf^HTHE QJJXIilTX OF THIS YEXK'S FINXLISTS - IT'S COINC Tp;B€ A

STUNNING. «¥Q^»t- I r| § ,

^/u tl^

THE RXNXMOK PPJZ€1S U^D|k^/WTJEN BY NEXPvLY;3^ cb%P?O*&AT€SPONSORS,

MXINLY FP-.OM THE MINING l&p'USTK/.''' MP; PLUMMET SXID OF THIS

SPONSORSHIP, 'THE SUCCESS OF THE RXNXMOK PRIZE IS PROOF POSITIVE OF

X SUCCESSFUL LONG-TERM XLLIXNCE BETWEEN BUSINESS XND THE XRTS. IT

XLSO qoESTO SHOWTHXTYOU DON'T HXVE TO BE X BIG/ MULTINXTIONXL

CORPORXTION TO MXKE XN 1MP0RTXNT IMPXCT ON OUR COMMUNITY XND

culture/' ; . ,Li ;- i^. ':/r\f±\
*

]: ^-

THE SCHOOL OF ART IS XNOTiEllf cfRGOTTEN PART Vf Tr| V/ NITERS I TY, XND

STUDENTS XRE ENCOURXGEDTO LOOK XT SOME OF'THE~R£GbLXR DISPLXYS OF

XRTWORK IN THE GXLLERY THE.'SCHOOL OF ART qXLLERY^l OPEN 1O.-3OXM-5:

00PM WEDNESDXY TO FRIDXY XND 12PM-5PM WEEKENDS. \

-

'

1

f

THE RXNXMOK EXHIBITION V/ILL NOW TRXVEIi'XPioUND THE COUNTRY.

PICTURED IS CHXSELINq'S WINNlNqf lECE/'fcESOR''
- FUSED, PAINTED xWd/bLoWN

qLXSS.

'

'

'T' rf:
^
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The J/nP^' ^ Reporter

Tffkgfii) (JteaftBfin

FOR THOSE WHO HXV6 BEEN LIVINq

UNDERX ROCK, OR STUDyiNq

INTENSELy IN XN ISOLATION ROOM, X

FEDERXL ELECTION HXS BEEN CXLLED

FOR 9 OCTOBER 2004.

IN THE LXST FEW WEEKS, X CONCERTED

EFFORT WXS MXDE TO ENSURE XS

MXNY yoUNC VOTERS XS POSSIBLE

WERE ENROLLED TO VOTE. THIS

CXMPXiqN SXWXROUND 100 PEOPLE

ENROLLED TO VOTE XT AK]V XLONE,

XND CONSIDERINq THXT LXST

yEXRTHE ELECTION WXS DECIDED

By XROUND 7,000 VOTES, THIS IS

SICNIFICXNT.

ONE OF THE MXIN ISSUES IN THIS

ELECTION LOOKS SET TO BE HiqHEFk

EDUCXTI0N, WITH THE ALP PROMlSINq

TO ROLL BXCK THE KIELSON REFORMS,

INCLUDINCTHEXBILITyTO RXISE

FEES, XS MXNy UNIVERSITIES hKVi

DONE. THE qoOD VNIVERSITIES qUIDE

HXS REVEXLED IN ITS LXTEST REPORT

THXT UNIVERSITIES WERE PLXNNINq

TO OFFER XT LEXST 45 COURSES WITH

X PRICE TXq OF OVER $100,000, WITH

MELBOURNE XND BOND UNIVERSITIES

LOOKINC XT $200,000 MEDICINE

DECREES.

THE LIBERXL PXRTy, HOWEVER, XRE

POINTING TO THIEIRTRXCK RECORD

ON HiqHER EDUCXTION, SXyiNC

THXT THEy Y^KV^. INCREXSED XCCESS

IN THEIRTIME IN OFFICE. THEy ^KVi

XLSO XCCUSED THE ALP OF BEINq

INCXPXBLE OF RUNNINC THE HiqHER

EDUCXTION SECTOR, XCCUSINq THEM

OF ECONOMIC MISMXNXqEMENT,

XND OF DISXDVXNTXqiNq THE

WEXLTHy.

THE KIXTIONXLTERTIXR/ EDUCXTION

VNION hW/i LXUNCHED X

CXMPXiqN REqXRDINq HiqHER

EDUCXTION, WITH THEIR PRESIDENT,

DR CXROLyN ALLPORT, STXTINq,

'THE qoVERNMENT'S REFORMS,

SCHEDULED TO COME ON STREXM IN

2005, INCLUDE X 25% INCREXSE IN

h^CS FEES XND XN INCREXSE IN FULL

FEE PXyiNq PLXCES...LXBOR hXS

CONFIRMED ITS INTENTION TO ROLL

BXCK HECS INCREXSES, XBOLISH FULL FEE

VIKCiS FOR DOMESTIC UNDERqRXDUXTE

STUDENTS, XND FUND 20,000 NEW

UNIVERSITy PLXCES...'

ANVSA PRESIDENT MR MXX JEqXNXTHXN

QUESTIONED WHETHER STUDENTS COULD

XFFORD XNOTHER HOWXRD qoVERNMENT,

sxymq 'we xre PRxyiNq for xn alp

VICTOR/ - HARD - OTHERWISE WE'RE qoiNq

TO BE IN X LOT OF TROUBLE XND THE HiqHER

EDUCXTION SECTOR WILL BE SCREWED/'

And this is the desk they're fighting over...

[?]
Alii Arundell

THE CONTROVERSy SURROUNDINC

THE RECENT STUDENTS'

ASSOCIXTION ELECTION IS NOT OVER

y£T, XFTEPx XN AEC REPORT FOUND

THXT THERE WXS qROUNDS TO

LOOK INTO THE RESULT OF THE VOTE

THE CONTROVERSy BEqXN

DURINq THE CXMPXiqNINq, WITH

XLLEqXTIONS OF POSTERS BEINq

TORN DOWN XND DEFACED XND

CONTINUED THROUqH TO THE VOTE

COUNT. THOUqHAKJV RECORDED

THE LXRqEST PERCENTXqE

OF STUDENTS VOTINq IN THE

COUNTR/, XROUND 1,400, THE RESULT FOR

PRESIDENT CXME DOWN TO ONE VOTE. THE

REST OF THE POSITIONS XRE NOT BEINq

CONTESTED.

THE PROCEDURE THXT WILL NOW BE

FOLLOWED, IS THXT THERE WILL BEX

SPECIXL qENERXL MEETINq WHERE THE

ISSUE WILL B6 DISCUSSED, XND THE NEXT

STEPS WILL BE DECIDED UPON.

THE REMXINDER OF THE POSITIONS

WERE DECIDED, FOR THE MOST PXRT,

ON PREFERENCES, NOTXBLy FROM THE

JOKE TICKET, TV. THIS Y^KS CXUSED SOME

CONCERN WITH THERE BEINq CXLLS FOR

THE BXNNINq OF JOKE TICKETS IN FUTURE

ELECTIONS.

SA PRESIDENT MR MXX JXqXNTHXN

COMMENTED THXT ANV HXS X

REPUTXTION FOR'...HEXLTHyXND

BORINq...' STUDENT ELECTIONS,

suqqESTiNq thxt this yEXR

PEOPLE MXy Y^KVi BECOME

'...OVERCOMPETITIVE.' 'IT WXS WELL

FOUqHT IN THE END,' H^. SXID, '...XND

XLL THE REPS WHO WERE ELECTED WILL

DOXqoODjOB.'

STUDENTS XRE URqED TO KEEP XN EyE

FOR FOR MORE INFORMXTION ON THIS

ISSUE, XS IT CONCERNS US XLL.
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MAOftVS - Police in tfce southern Indian

state of Taitoil f/acfo are hunting a taan
who Married his seven -year-o(-f niece
to avenge her father's aMe^ed ro(e in

breaking up his first Marriage, police

said Wednesday*

CAIRO: An Egyptian wedding party took
a tragic turn at the weekend when the

po0y.?uar4 of a vip guesr accidentally

WMecf hi^ with a cetefcratory burst of

gunhre and then committed suicide*

CLUJ, Romania; A proud Romanian

dog owner was forced to leave his

apartment after a court ordered his

dokg Mastiff to be removed froM the

building because its snores kept the

neighbours awake*
'We share the sarv-e ted and I got so

used to it (the snoring that / don't
even hear it any More,' he said*

WOObUWb, California: A former autopsy
assistant who told f-o{fce he stole

huMan tody parts froM a medical
centre to practise his dissection skills

has pleaded guilty to receiving stolen

property*

COLOMBO; Sri Lankan police have
arrested nine colleagues froM an anti

vice squad who are accused of running
their own vfce rin,?, a senior officer

said Thursday,
The nine Men were accused of

demanding the services of prostitutes
froM a casino, robbing foreigners and

extorting fooney.

KO/UA LUMPOR: Five customers were

wounded when a bank security guard
in Malaysia accidentally dropped his

shotgun^ local Media reported Thursday*

A bRtTISti-built robot generates its own

j-ower by gobbling flies. To take a tiny

step forward and radio its position
back to base mm a top speed of just
10QA per hour*
But it is very energy efficient,

travelling around for five whole days
on just eight fat fifes, one in each fuel

cell.

/SfAWBOL- Ilker YilMaz Might, a Turkish
construction worfrer, poured Milk into

his hand, loudly snorted it up his nose

and squirted it l.795fo out of his left

eye.

BAf/GKOK; DrinWn^ urine can eliminate

sinus trouble, turn ^rey hair black and
even cure cancer, a Thai academic
said Thursday, citing a study of

local Buddhists who engage in the

unorthodox practice.

Students Teporarily Pacified over Evictions

MANY STUDENTS LIVING

ATAK1V RESIDENCES GOT

A RUDE SHOCK A FEW

WEEKS BACK, RECEIVING

A LETTER THAT STATED

THAT THEIR RESIDENTIAL

PLACES WERE UNCERTAIN

FOR 2005.

THIS IS DUETOTHEAKJV

GUARANTEEING ALL FIRST

YEAR STUDENTS FOR 2005

A PLACE TO LIVE, AND IS

PRIORITISING THEM OVER

EXISTING STUDENTS. THIS

HAS CAUSED OUTRAGE AT

MANY OF THE RESIDENCES,

AND AT ONE POINT

PROTESTS WERESET T RUIN

OPEN DAY. HOWEVER,

SOME QUICK WORK BY

THE CHANCELRY PACIFIED

STUDENTS SUFFICIENTLY

TO STOP THEM HAVING A

'SIT IN' IN VN10N COU

RT.

THE UNIVERSITY IS

CURRENTLY IN A

'CONSULTATION PERIOD'

ON THIS ISSUE, WHERE

RESEARCH IS BEING

CONDUCTED, THAT MANY

BELIEVE SHOULD HAVE

BEEN CONDUCTED PRIOR

TO THIS DECISION BEING

MADE.

WHILE THE INITIAL

OUTRAGE SEEMS TO HAVE

ABATED SOMEWHAT,

STUDENTS ARE NOW

CALLING FOR EARLY

NOTIFICATION OF THOSE

WHO WILL NOT BE

OFFERED A PLACE IN

2005 TO ENABLE THEM

TO MAKE ALTERNATE

ARRANGEMENTS.

Stromlo Recovers After Smiting
Cam The Cool

This is what the new telescope looks like, along
with some stars, well, quite a few stars really...

AFTGB. HAV1NC THEIR. OBSERVATORY

DGSTRoyeD By fire, mt stromlo

ResexRCHES may be able to

CET BACK TO WORK WITH A NEW

TELESCOPE, THE SKYMAPPER TO $^.

BUILT AT THE AMV.

THIS TELESCOPE WILL BE LOCATED AT

SIDINq SPRING OBSERVATORY NEAR

COONABARABRAN IN MEW SOUTH

WALES. IT WILL, HOWEVER, BE

CONTROLLED FROM THE STROMLO

SITE. THE FULLY AUTOMATED

TELESCOPE WILL COST AROUND $11

MILLION, AND WILL BE ABLE TO

MAP THE SKY FASTER THAN ANY

OTHERTELESCOPE.

DIRECTOR OF THE ANV RESEARCH

SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY AND

ASTROPHYSICS, PROFESSOR PENNY

SACKETT, SAID THAT 'THIS IS A

CREAT MOMENT FOR THE AMV

ASTRONOMY PROGRAM AND FOR

AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH.'

PROFESSOR SACKETT CONTINUED, 'BY LINKING THE PHENOMENAL SKY CHARTING

CAPABILITIES OF SKYMAPPER, AT THE UNIVERSITY'S DARK SKY OBSERVATORY NEAR

COONABARABRAN, WITH THE COMPUTING AND ANALYSIS FACILITIES AVAILABLE

TO OUR TOP RESEARCHERS AT MT. STROMLO, WE WILL CREATE A DATASET THAT

WILL BE A WORLDWIDE LEGACY IN ASTRONOMY FOR DECADES TO COME.'
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HOWARD'S WAYWARD

Edward Ly examines how an underachieving geek conquered the nation.

Regardless of what one may
think about John Howard's

policies, one has to respect his

persistence. Howard did not

inherit power from any political

dynasty. He made his own

way. His father, Lyall Howard,
was a service station owner,

not a judge or a politician. He

went to the very public and

very ordinary Canterbury Boys
High school in Sydney where he

failed to muster enough votes

to become one of 25 prefects.
He had a hearing problem and

needed to wear a hearing aid,

something he still does, though
he is not comfortable talking

about it.

Howard obtained As in English
and Modern History, Bs in Latin,

Chemistry and Economics, and

failed his General Mathematics

in his Leaving Certificate. Not

the kind of marks that would

get you into a law school today.

But he did manage to get a law

degree from Sydney University
in 1961.

Howard stood for the State

seat of Drummoyne in 1968
and lost to Labor. He tried for

pre-selection for the federal

seat of Berowra in 1971 and

failed, coming in third. But

he persevered. He moved his

family to Wollstonecraft where

he did win pre-selection for the

seat of Bennelong in 1973, and

actually won the seat in 1974.
He has been entrenched there

ever since.

Howard was treasurer in the

Fraser government from 1977

until Fraser lost power to a

populist Bob Hawke in^a.983^0'
He was Oppositprf'^ Leader

from 1985 to ip[Bg/but the late

80s were ra^r a jfood time for

Howard^^^is' j^ard to imagine
it now^gflb^k then Howard

was c^nsjlj^r^ a dead option.

Dry, pri|§|agkxative |nd with

about'^a^^niu^h ch|||snja a*as

Mdled witK^femal Bickering^

Iffief
£ w%$. even an atrjurd pti^l^

fr^m the
pi|eenslandt^ationais, ,

to%nstal||jhe then
^ejnj|r^.o.

of
%jeensla|id,

Joh Bjejke

Petersete^|keader. Jjf

Division aijp lack of disc%line

plagued thelboalition. It clbne

as no surpl§|e
that Howard^

lost the I987^jection by a

substantial marg^^g^^.
painful lesson to learn. Researcn

at the time rated Howard as

the most unappealing Liberal

leader ever, noting that he was

'neither liked nor respected',

and that perceptions of him

were 'almost entirely negative.'
His own

party
sacked him

in 1989.

After

Andrew

Peacock

lost the

l 9 9 o

election

to Bob

Hawke,

the Liberal party overlooked

Howard in favour of a political

novice in John Hewson. When

Hewson snatched defeat from

the jaws of victory in the

'unloseable' election of 1993
with his disastrous Fightback!

package (complete with a GST),
Howard was again passed over

'%f^%4uller than dull^H
1^1 aflligcrat Alexander

Downer. '*%*„,

It was only in 1995 flat Howard

regained leadership^
of the

Liberal party. The
^political

commentators were } already

dubbing him 'La^arilsjwith a

5,triple by-pass^'^J^abiSf ministers

^fe^nfully^Feled' the . choice

-'Bacjk,to4lie Future': Not many

5bf tljbse niiriis|ers now remain

'Inparliam^ntiand of those that

;thlve survived, it -is doubtful

%W wbltl^be ^J^iighing as much

today. \ -,\ Jl

John Winston Howard^ophas

been Australi^Frinie Minister

^,for over eight years. He has

^di^^aleJL^e^tional political

^jidscape, and to m^ny students

fpf ANU, he haSxAen the only
fce Mjnj^¥'' we have ever

knSf^f tut Keating and Bob

Hawke are distant memories

in our childhood. John Howard

was there at the beginning of

our political awareness, as he

is there today when many of us

will soon cast votes in our first

Federal election.

Howard does not seem to have

a great deal of support amongst
Australian university students.

This is hardly surprising.

University politics is a place
somewhere between cynical

apathy and naive radicalism.

Not exactly the most suitable

temple for worshipping a man

of 'awesome ordinariness,'

as The Age's Michelle Grattan

once described him.

No, rather the vocal voices on

campuses around Australia

have more colorful ways of

describing John Howard. As

a liar, a war monger, a racist

and worse. He is often painted
as uncaring, mean-spirited and
deceitful. Yet, that is only half

the story. If one digs deeper,
beneath the thin veneer of

student politics, beyond the

loud and ultimately ineffectual

voices of leftist radicalism, I

suspect there is a large group
of students - maybe even a

majority
- that would support

Howard.

This should not come as too

great a surprise. Howard has

delivered where it matters

most; in our hip pockets.
Australia has a strong economy
and low interest rates.

In 1988, John Howard launched

his Future Directions document,
a blueprint combining liberal

economic themes with social

conservatism. It came complete
with a quaint cover of a family
with two children behind a

white picket fence. It was

ridiculed. And now we are

behind the fence.
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Why even have a Students' Association?!
SA President Max Jeganathan replies to Thorn Mackey's article last issue and tells us all

what for!

I write this following on from Thorn

Mackey's article in the last edition

of Woroni entitled 'Electioneering:

What the SA does, who does it, and

why you should care...' and more

importantly, with regard to the

image of the ANUSA around the

ANU campus.
Firstlv. T wnnlH like to thank Thnm

for his article. I think it raises a

number of relevant issues that go

directly to the heart of the challenge

of being a student and being a

student representative in 2004.

There are a number of points Thorn

made that I whole-heartedly agree

with, some that I would qualify and

some that I would whole-heartedly

disagree with, all of which I will

subsequently raise.

There are a lot of misconceptions
out there about the SA and what

it does. I don't blame students for

this, but I think it's important that

we set a few things straight. The

article made a number of claims

about the SA, its actions and

effectiveness. Most of the mistakes
can be brought back to me and the

Association not making our role,

purpose and activities known - and
the reason for this article is to stamp
out these myths. After reading this,

you WILL know exactly what the

SAdoes!

'If you have a problem, you go to

a Student Rep... they report it at

a meeting... the minutes don't get

typed up and your problem doesn't

get dealt with.'

RESPONSE: Every committee of

the ANU has its minutes published,

archived and circulated and every

problem I have dealt with this year
has been dealt with, the majority of

which were resolved in the favour of

the student complainant.

'Handling student appeals and
other problems is virtually the VP's

only duty.'

RESPONSE: the ANUSA Vice

President in 2004 (Kathryn Cooper)
has worked this year on the ANUSA

survey 2004, re-structuring of the

SA offices, SA Staff management,

lobbying for lower printing and

photocopying costs, overseeing
the FRC, piloting a weekly SA

newsletter, liaising between the

SA and the DVC Education and

representing you on a host of other

educational policy issues.

'Occasionally, the SA deals with

larger issues... but they either get

too bogged down in administrivia

or don't have enough clout to get

anything changed.'

RESPONSE: In the last 24 months,

(amongst other things) the SAhas:

Negotiated and enforced a 5%
cap on increases in International

Student Fees

Worked to ensure the ANU

maintains its HECS levels without

a 25% increase option across the
sector.

Worked to ensure that full fee

paying places are not introduced at

the ANU.

Prevented the introduction of

printing costs to information

commons.

Increased and maintained extended

library opening hours

Prevented greater increases in the

GSF than have occurred.

Submitted to a Senate Inquiry on

Youth Income Support.

Begun working to ensure that

Hall and College Residents will be
assured a place next year at their

Hall or College (we WILL win this

one too).

'Gen Reps are exempt, as they
never do anything anyway.'

RESPONSE: This year, Gen Reps
have been involved in a Higher
Education and Accommodation
Task Force that have dealt with a

number of issues and made various

representations to the university
and to the media. Some have also

worked on the ANU Carpooling
scheme and various other issues.

'The SA doesn't get a lot done, it's

true, and you could be excused

for not even knowing of their

existence.'

RESPONSE I agree that you could

be excused for not even knowing
about the SA, but I think there's a

fair argument to suggest that we do

get a lot done.

The ANUSA is your representative
voice. It is made up of over 40
students' representatives and 4 staff

members that work for students

and students' interests. We hold

a seat on over 30 University
committees and decision-making
bodies including the University
Council (the ANU's Board of

Directors). We have 4 departments
(environment, sexuality, womens'

and education), 2 sub-departments
(ISSANU and Woroni), a Legal
Officer, a Welfare Officer, and
a second hand bookshop. We

organise 0-week and Bush Week,
oversee over 90 ANU Clubs and

Societies, provide you with free

diaries, free food, free advice and

free condoms. We represent you

on Academic and Accommodation

Appeals, lobby for quality in your
education by way of printing costs,

administrative procedures, fees,

timetable clashes etc, represent you
to the local, Territory and Federal

Governments, the media, the

National Union of Students and the

general public... and just quietly... I

think we do all of this pretty well

and we do it with a fair chunk of

apathy, criticism and sledging in

our faces!

With this in mind, let's make a few

things clear: we are not superstars,
we are not martyrs, we are not

looking for Nobel prizes, hell

- we're not even looking for a thank

you. We work for students because
we enjoy it and we believe that ALL

students deserve representation
and we will continue to do what we

do regardless of what people think
of dirty 'student pollies.' We are

not perfect. We are not all doing it

for pure and benevolent reasons,

but we are doing it! The life of

a university student in 2004 is

such that you don't necessarily
have time to get involved in

your SA - but don't for a

second think that we do 1

nothing. A

i

80% of you work, you have to deal

with essays, assignments, exams,

financial stress, relationships,

emotional, academic and social

challenges. We understand that

it's not always easy, and that's

why you ALL need and deserve a

passionate and professional voice

to represent your interests as a

student. Sometimes that voice

is unsuccessful, sometimes it's

annoying you in Union Court,
sometimes it's not saying exactly

what you want it to, but it's there

for you. It is my (idealistic I know)
vision that the ANUSA continues

to be that voice and student

engagement with the ANUSA

continues to increase.

I would join Thorn in asking that

you come to general meetings,
check the SA website occasionally
and let us know what you think
we're doing wrong and what we're

doing right. Over 1400 of you
voted in the ANUSA elections this

year (the most for a long time). I

am optimistic
- Student apathy on

this campus is on the way down, the

passion and profile of the ANUSA is

on the way up and in an increasingly
threatened Higher Education sector,

both trends need to continue.

Thank you for reading my rant. You

can believe some, all or none of

what I have written. In any case, I

humbly ask that you at least take a

second to think about it. I welcome
and INVITE further criticism,

discussion and debate on any of the

issues I have raised. I look forward
to the privilege of representing all

of you until midnight on November

30th and I speak on behalf of all

future reps of ANUSA that they look

forward to that same privilege in

2005 and beyond.
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Elections Yeh!

Simone Gubler, with a wry grin, commentates on the cock-ups of the SA election and the

power of the renegade joke ticket.

When a man dressed as a plane
ran repeatedly into the Union

building, when there was a mock

hanging from the SA balcony, when

Toby Halligan of Excite Nexus was

taken hostage by Disney characters
wiplHinp ldHHip mms anH whpn thp

police were called by people under

the impression that these three

events constituted a real terrorist

attack - we knew that the world

was a different place to what it had

been. We knew that these elections

were going to be nothing like any

previous student elections and

that we could expect an American

debacle in all of its glory. Thanks
to our Neighbourhood Watch

buddies at the Credit Union, the

aforementioned 'terrorists' were

stopped before they could explode

any innocent water balloons into

sweet oblivion. The teller who

tipped off the AFP is being awarded

Australia's highest wartime

honour after the Bradman shield

(The Prime Minister's Medal for
Outstanding Alertness in the Face

of Non-existent Peril) .

Another incident was the smearing
of Excite Nexus' candidates. This

was perpetrated under a cloak

of darkness by 'anonymous'
Burgmann residents. With little less

than a week to go before elections,

the Law Faculty and several other

major buildings were plastered

head to toe with the defaming
posters. Aparna Rao responded to

their accusations of Stalinism with

force, demonstrating she is a true

woman of steel by calling down on

) the culprits the ire of uni security.

;

If you thought it couldn't get any

l pettier, each of the major parties

approached TY to plead abjectly

;

with them not to run candidates

for positions they might win. When

you're begging the terrorists for

mercy in order to win a seat, your

prospects are pretty grim - you've
got all of a snowflake's chance in

hell (or a Democrat's chance in

Florida) of having a clean election.

1208 students either cared enough
about their SA or were coerced into

making proper votes. The paper

they scribbled on would realise

or crush the hopes of dozens of

student pollies. From the moment

the vote counting started, threats

were flying left and right: from the

Left to the Right, from the Right to

the Left, from the Left to the Left

to the Left Alternative. Everyone
was incensed by what looked like

being a 'democratic outcome': 12%

of the primary vote was falling to

the Terrorists, the rest was being
snatched from noble indie hands

by real political forces - the Labor
heavies of Get Smart.

In the race to the White House

Get Smart's Nicola Jackson got

99 but wasn't satisfied and kept

moving all the way to 551 primary
votes, while Excite's candidate,

Aparna Rao, sat on 553 primaries.
It looked for a moment during the

preferences counting that Aparna
was dead in the wate - like Excite

Nexus would soon be little more

than Excite Necro. But the party
that had left the uni aglow with

jaundiced propaganda had got its

leader's nose over the line, BY ONE

PREFERENCE.

Pre-counting scrutineers reported
that 5 people received an extra

General Secretary ballot in lieu of a

Presidential one. This is bad, very
bad. In a competition decided by
one vote, denying five people their

vote, however unintentionally, is

bad. So Labor is now kicking up

more of a stink than they did when

the Libs chucked those kids and

democracy overboard. The threat

currently in the air is that they'll take

the result to the Elections Disputes
Committee. This is funny for

two reasons: 1) The appeals I

process will incapacitate both ;

SA prez hopefuls, making the
\

presidency even more impotent
and pointless than normal

(active SA prez = more dynamic
than a mollusc) 2) The Disputes
Committee is currently chaired

by a Mr. Mathew Kenneally,
another presidential candidate

- Terrorism Yeh's religious

figurehead and leader - whoops.
(There is constitutional ambiguity
to whether Mr. Kenneally will be

able to chair the committee - Ed)

Although the Presidency was

decided quickly, counting for other

positions ended unfinished on

Friday afternoon, to be resumed

on Monday. We in the thick of it

were subjected to the Tears, Fears

and wanton playing of old Tears for

Fears LPs of insecure politicians for

a whole weekend.

That Monday, the ugly impact of

terrorism was felt nowhere more

keenly than in the SA counting
rooms, as it became apparent that

TY was doing disgracefully well

in the running for departmental

positions. The Collective Endorsed

were

slammed. TY was winning 30%,
35% and 40 % of the votes in the

runnings for several important

positions, with Collective Endorsed

candidates barely even making
a showing against the winning

parties.

Don't Die, Vote 1 TY! was the slogan
that the campus Axis of Weevils ran

with. It would appear that as TY

received real votes, some sillies had

taken that threat very seriously: TY

voters perceived student politics

is a farce, student politicians as

egomaniacs, and the

electoral process as deserving of

contempt and disdain. Not only
did TY receive that twelve percent
of the presidential vote, but the

preferences of TY primary ballots

decided every executive position.

So, look carefully at your new SA

guys
-

every last one of them has a

joker to thank for their seat.

In the words of TY Presidential

unhopeful Mat Kenneally: The

new admin(whoever they are) are

firstly, unlikely to survive their

term, and secondly, if they survive,

with the unique mix of leftists,

independents, psychos, insecure

egotists, and conservative socialist

alliance candidates, the Student's

Association will achieve one of our

goals - which is of being a source of
constant amusement to us all.

Postscript: With an element of the

side-splittingly funny irony lefties

don't understand, the uni Left

is now assiduously trying to get

joke tickets banned under the SA

constitution (forgetting, along with

their senses of humour, the fact that

the Left is the quintessential joke
ticket).
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POSTELECTION POSTMORTEM
Jeremy Farrell analyses the closest student election ever and what it means, why the

Terrorists did so well, and what exactly the Departments need to do.

'Eh, my vote wouldn't have

made a difference, would it?'

Any other year that would probably
be true, but not this year. In an

election that will go down in history

as the most closely contested

Students' Association elections

ever, the victorious presidential

candidate, Aparna Rao, won bv a

margin
vote,

was

b y
of a

of 1 vote. Yep, 1

The closeness

not helped
the presence

joke ticket,

whose

preferences

dictated almost every single position
of import. To give an example
we need look no further than the

successful Presidential candidate.

After primary votes were counted,

Aparna Rao led by 2 votes with 553

votes to 551. TY was the third and

last place with 154 votes. Thus,

every one of the TY preferences was

vital to the result. It was an intense

scene watching the counting take

place, with a groan every time a TY

vote was discarded because it failed

to preference and pass its vote on to

'serious' candidates. This pattern,

albeit not quite as close, was

constant for most positions, with TY

preferences deciding the outcome

of the elections in a previously
unheard of manner.

What makes your average
student vote Terrorist?

What has caused the power increase

to joke tickets? How can a joke ticket

get nearly 40% of the vote for the

??

— .

Environmental officer, even

as the only opposition? How

can a joke ticket get over 12% of the

vote for every Executive position,

including President? I would like

to think our constituents were

amused by our handful of funny

posters, but realistically something

deeper is behind the problem. A

large proportion of students are not

just apathetic, they have become

increasingly cynical about the whole

process. The approximately 1250

plus students who voted (validly)

are not even close to a majority
of the student campus, meaning
a majority is choosing to express
their dissatisfaction by refusing to

even vote. In some contests the

(largely intentional) informal vote

would have tipped the votes one

way or the other after preferences.
Students are clearly unhappy
with the process, and will vote for

a joke ticket as it seems to them

that the whole process is a

joke anyway.

The Failure of the

Departments

The poor electoral

performance of

the departments
111

)JCLL LIUUlCU IS CU1

indictment on

their performance
over the last few

years. For those

who are not

aware of
;

how the ^a

departments
function (don't worry,

you're not alone), the

situation is that over the

last few years the Indies

(this year Excite Nexus)

and Labor [Get Smart) have not

run candidates for department
positions such as Environment

Officer, Women's Officer and

Education Officer. Instead they
allow the 'Education Collective',

a body that is constitutionally

required to have at least 3 members

(accountability at its finest), to

nominate for the position. Last

year the joke ticket (the only

opposition) almost defeated

the Collective endorsed

candidate for Education
Officer. This year they lost

Education

Officer

to an

independent 1st year

student who, as far as

I could see, didn't even

campaign for the position.

Their only opposition for ?

Environment and Women's
\

Officer (the joke ticket) put up \

a strong showing, gaining over
f

a 3rd of the Environmental
j;

Officer vote.
j

Why do Collective endorsed
\

candidates do so badly? Part I
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of the reason is an utter failure of

accountability to students. The

departments do not go out of their

way to talk to students, or explain
where they've spent their budget.
Rather than handing out flyers,

usually calling for 'action', the

departments could

distribute %* pamphlets
containing

information
on the

collectives,
and a budget

proposal,
complete with

an invitation

to students

to attend the

next meeting to

vote proposals.
The Departments

however have no

incentive to do this

because their funding
is guaranteed as a fixed percentage
of total SA income, and because
it is easier for them to get a free

hand spending this money by
turning up to a meeting (quorum
of 8) and passing whatever they
want. The new policy, and thus

lack of an electoral opposition,
makes this even easier. The

situation has gotten so ridiculous

that the electorate will turn to any

alternative, even offensive joke

tickets. The concerning thing is

that even after last year's scare,

the Collectives made no effort to

remedy these problems, and their

poor showing this year is thus

largely self-inflicted.

Another reason is part of the

broader backlash against the

incumbents. Students don't really

care about student politics and

don't think things will change.
With justification, most students

see student politicians as self

interested resume builders who are

out of touch. This obviously applies
more so in the case of Collectives,

who are even less connected to

grass roots students, as they don't

need to be accountable due to

lack of opposition and guaranteed
funding at a fixed rate.

The Departments, probably, need to

exist (though I think some measures

to reconsider their funding might
be appropriate), and need to be

independent, but also have to

balance this with accountability.
This is something that they have

failed to do consistently over the

years. There has been a failure,

not only to engage with students

about their policies,
but to even attempt
to represent the

diverse range of student. t-~

views. Instead the positions
have become a medium through
which (typically far left) officers

continue to call for 'action' and to

network for a future in the Labor

party. The paradox is that to invite

student views and greater student

involvement hinders the free reign
the Collectives have, but to continue

to act without!

student]
involvement!

removes any!

credibility!
from the!

departments.!
This problem!
exists on!

a lesserl

scale for the

Students'

Association

generally.
The fact

that more

than 99%F
of students

have certainly never attended an

Education Collective or Department
meeting nicely underscores this

point.

Electoral Aftermath- What

comes next?

The electoral results

have led to several

members of the

collective I spoke
to arguing new

measures are

needed
„ / to

ensure

'fairness'.

Among these

were suggestions that joke tickets

should be banned. This raises the

initial problem of what is a joke
ticket (ie, It must be 'not serious'

and 'no chance at winning'-
criteria that I think most people
would equally apply to Socialist

Alternative) and how you can find

a way to prevent them without

discriminating against real tickets.

The central concern though is the

intensely undemocratic aspects of

such plans. Rather than preventing
any competition and further

undermining accountability,
the Departments should look at

themselves and start to try and fix

the problem of student engagement

and representation. A member

of the Education department last

issue wrote that students are not

interested in protests. Perhaps
the education department could

respond to this and, instead of

calling for more protests/ 'action'

(as they suggested), attempt to

address issues in different ways
that students will respond to. To

get up at a protest and call Howard

a liar is to preach to the converted

and simply fades into white noise

through sheer repetition. Since

students see this as an exercise in

futility, the Collectives could work

on policy forums and informed

debates to connect with students.

The (rightly) perceived bias of

the Collectives, representing
only their own views, rather than

students, continues to damage an

already cynical student body. The

Departments must be independent,
but must balance this with their

duty to represent students. The last

2 years' electoral results show that

this balance is not being met.

In my view, the answer is 3-fold.

First, start running opposition
candidates for the Departments
so a real choice exists. Secondly,
have a student review of funding
and policy of the departments. We

recently got 978 students to vote on

the SA's online survey, why can't we

get a similar survey with specific

questions about the departments?

Thirdly, reform the Collectives/

Departments (they're basically the

same thing these days) to make

them more inclusive and connected
to students.

Photos courtesy of the TY stunt,

attacking Union Court on Thurs

day the gth of September

[?]
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Alfaii.. The presidential-candidates' take on it all. This may be important if there is to be a

re-election so you best pay attention...

Aparna Rao

Excite Nexus
What do you think it says that you

only won by one vote?

Yeah, I think it says that the students

were much more involved this year

in the different options that were

available. I think it says that there

was a cohesive alternative ticket to

the independents in the Labor ticket

and that it gave students a real choice.

In terms of one vote, I mean that's

democracy. I really don't have a

problem with that and I am happy to

accept the decision that people make

when they come to vote.

What do you think about the

election process thus far, particularly

regarding the Gen Sec issue?

You mean the mistake the ACT

electoral commission made?

Yeah.

I think it's unfortunate. I think it is

quite an unfortunate mistake by the

AEC in relation to the elections. I think

it causes quite a lot of uncertainty for

all parties involved; not just myself
and Nicola but for students in general

and for the Association. Because

whether or not we go back to the

polls or not, it is going to mean the

uncertainty that it causes can only be

detrimental to the Association.

In that there is not a president at this

time so they can't just go ahead and

start getting ready to do the job?

[?]
???I
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Adam Brodie-McKenzie tries to make some sense of the SA election.
Well although the elections are over, they ain't over. The fat lady seems to have a hoarse voice at the moment as the possible threat of a

re-election looms over our heads. So just what the hell is all the fuss about? Throughout this magazine there are references to the many

controversies and unprecedented results from this election. However Woroni has decided to concisely outline the main ones for you below so

you might have some idea of what is going on.

Aparna Rao, presidential candidate

for the independent ticket Excite

Nexus, won the primary vote by
two votes against Nicola Jackson,

the presidential candidate for Get

Smart which is another independent
ticket or a Labor ticket depending
on who you talk to. This meant that

the presidency would be decided by
the preferences of the presidential
candidate for the joke ticket TY,

Mathew Kenneally. The result was

Aparna winning by one vote. Never

before has a Students' Association

election been so close. This was the

first time in 8 years that there has

been any contention to the monolith

of the indies, this year being Excite

Nexus. Never before has the result of

an executive position relied upon the

preferences of a joke ticket.

Furthermore, the ACT electoral

commission gave 5 voters a paper

for General Secretary in place of the

Presidential candidate paper. This

meant that 5 people did not vote

for the President who should have

done so. Evidently those 5 votes

could have potentially changed the

result for the presidency. There is a

Special General Meeting to be held

on the Friday of week 1 of term 4

where supposedly Get Smart are to

put forward a resolution calling for a

re-election, most likely based on the

fact that 5 votes were not accounted

for that should have been. If the

resolution is passed it will go to the

SA Disputes Committee who will

then decide on the merits whether

a re-election is necessary. It is

unprecedented to go to a re-election.

The Education Department position

was won by an independent, not

a member of Excite Nexus, by the

name of Jessica He. The significance

of this is that the position was not

won by the Collective Endorsed

candidate (which means they have

the support of the Department),

Louise Crossman, who has been

an important member of the

Department. This raises questions

of why the students would

democratically elect someone who

supposedly is less experienced at the

job.

The other Departments also did not

fair well. In most cases there only

opponent was the joke ticket TY. TY

received between 25-40% for each of

the Department positions.

TY did considerably well in this

election. They received between

12-15% of the vote for executive

positions (Adam Brodie-McKenzie

had the highest amount of votes

ever for a joke ticket in an executive

position with 168). Obviously the

amount of votes for the Departments
was also significant. The fact that

the president of the Association was

decided on joke ticket preferences is

unprecedented.
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Yeah, I mean regarding the handover

process. I mean unofficially there

is a president-elect as I won by one

vote. But officially that report won't

be passed if the resolution proposed

by Labor is successful and then there

is no presidential candidate. Sorry,

there is no president-elect. There are

two presidential candidates, three if

you count Maty K. There is then no

president-elect until the decision is

made on the second election. I think

it is difficult for the whole team,

like everyone else who got elected,

not having a president who, as you

would know, is the central role in the

Association.

Do you think Get Smart have a valid

case to run a re-election?

I think there are reasons for bringing
the resolution they are bringing. I

don't know the reasons they are going

to put in the resolution. The obvious

reason is that the electoral commission

did not hand out five papers for the

presidency. In that they have a valid

case I believe that it's unfortunate that

the electoral commission made that

mistake but I also think that there are

many reasons that it would be unfair

to go back to the polls and to try and

challenge the result. I think that the

point of going back to the election

wouldn't actually be duplicating the

previous election because if you look

at the timeline it will take for all the

procedural stuff to go through, the new

elections will probably happen after

the ACT elections. So I think the voter

turnout is going to be much smaller

and certainly won't get those five

voters who didn't fill out a presidential

ballot to come again because clearly

when they went into the booth they
didn't care enough to realise that they

didn't have a presidential paper. And

moreover, their vote could have gone

any way. I think even more than that,

in the broader sphere, there were six

and half thousand students that didn't

even bother to vote. Now, I strongly

believe that taking the ballot on its face

that these were the votes that we got

that were valid and that the scrutineers

of Get Smart and Excite Nexus were

taking the ballots on its face for those

that were keen enough to vote, it's

fair to go with those fourteen-hundred

students who did vote. Because if you
discard those fourteen-hundred votes

and go back to the polls again for three

or four hundred students who might
bother to vote for the second election, I

think that's quite unfair.

What is your take on what happened
with the departments? I mean they

got a bit of a scare from 7Yand

also Collective Endorsed lost the

Education Department to an indy.

What do think about that?

Well I should correct you there.

Louise Crossman (Collective

Endorsed) didn't lose to an indy, as

in Jessica He was not running on

my ticket. She was running smaller

independently. That should be clear.

Sure, sorry.

I think it was a very. . .1 admire people

who run as smaller independents.
There was a General Representative
who also ran smaller independently

who did very well and got elected.

So, I applaud the fact that people

are running independently for these

positions. I do also appreciate the

important role that the Collective

Endorsed candidates and the

Collective play in Departments and

they have my full support.

So, do you think there will be

another election and, dare I ask, do

you want one?

Well I will abide by the decision

made by the Special General Meeting
and the Disputes Committee if it

goes that far, if they decide to send

us back to another election. I would

prefer that it doesn't go that far

because I've seen the timeline and

I've seen the costs it will cost. It's

going to cost myself and Nicola a

lot of personal time and money to

go back through this process as it

will cost everyone else who is going

to support us. I think it will also be

unfair to the students who will be

forced to another election in about

two months. There have also been

some threats of court action and I

think that is entirely inappropriate for

the Students' Association and that it

is not to the benefit of the Association

nor to the benefit of the students. So I

would say for the best interests of the

students that we shouldn't go back to

another election and we should take

the vote of those fourteen-hundred

students who were actually keen

enough to come and vote.

If you were in Nicola's shoes do you
think you would be doing the same

thing?

Well, that is purely hypothetical. It is

very difficult to answer that question.

I think it also depends on the backing

that a candidate has in order to take

the steps that she has. I would, if I

were in her position, have to consult

extensively with the other people

in my ticket and people who have

supported me through the campaign
to see what their view was, it is not

a position that an individual can

take. I mean I admire her for doing

everything she has done so far in this

campaign and if that's what gets her

through to challenging the result then

good luck to them. It's her position.

'here is also the rumour, which

||rijhk
has recently gone beyond

ai rumour, that you are going to

|e challenging the decision at an

5GM. Is that right?

pVSGM is going to be held.

jfricl
at that SGM you are

supposedly going to propose

3 resolution that there be a re

flection. Is that correct?

jm, I don't want to talk about

anything to do with the re-election.

Oh, OK, sure. Umm, not even

in relation to if there was a re

flection,
what you think Get

Smart's chances would be?

'$-

Jmmm, no. Basically.

3K.
-?

I'mean I... my only comment is that

here were errors made that clearly

had an effect on the outcome,

plearly
the result is questionable.

[That's
as far as I want to go.

pk,
fine. Well then in relation

to joke ticket and the fact that

the election was decided on TV

preferences. What is your take

bn what effect the joke ticket

may or may not have had?

Well I do think that it's the right of

anyone who wants to, to register
a ticket in the student election. I

think that clearly most people were

surprised by the result. I think the

people that were involved in the

joke ticket were surprised by the

outcome that it had in the election.

As I said though I think it is good to

nave as many people participating

in the election as much as possible.

What do think about the

motivation behind voting for

i joke ticket? I mean it's not

apathy. What is it saying when a

third of the votes for TV had no

preferences?

Basically I think that there is, sort

Df, quite a bit of animosity against

student politicians generally and

hat there is a high vote for a joke
icket because of the perception

hat student politicians are self

hterested and building their

esumes and not interested in

students' concerns. I think that

phigh vote for joke tickets is

Bflective of dissatisfaction with that

perception. But I also think that

f people had a better perception

-f the time and effort that student

eaders work very hard for students

arid that that perception does not

pfeV

stand up to scrutiny.
'~

~~r

/s^lp

What is your take on what \
',:§l

happened with the departments^

Basically I think that there has- *|

always been a strong contention '',/

towards the departments by some:

My ticket has supported Collective

Endorsed candidates and those
that have actively been involved in :

the Department's campaigns. But
I also think that it is democracy in

action for anyone to be able to run

and then if they get elected then,

you know, that result has to stand!

Also, no matter what happens,
there is going to be a split Exec
next year. How do think this will

hinder the efficiency of the S A?

Do you think it will have much of i

an impact?

I think that it is a really positive

development to see a split :;

Executive. Coming into operation ]

I hope that is a trend that will
j

continue in the future. I don't think ?

it's going to be a problem in the

sense of the things that have been

major in this campaign or different
|

political persuasions of various ; ;j

tickets and the independents , i

strongly underline that they break
j

up after every election and aren't j

to counter-force any political ,
;

faction so I don't see how that

could be a problem as far as

they're concerned and the reality

is that most people that have v
.,'

been involved are people who are , \

committed primarily to student -
\

representation and a lot whom

aren't aligned with any political \X

tendency at all. So I think it will be |

frustrating but I also think it is a ;1

positive development in terms of
?:

maybe having a broader range of

concerns out there. ?**

So in regards to what you just -:

said about political tendency, f

what do you have to say to tncfte

that say, as the vast majority of

indies have, that you guys are afl
Labor ticket. '\|

Well I mean the reality is that :r
J|

if you look at the people who ^^
run on the Get Smart tickeij^^i^
reality is that very few of them a^l
members of any political party. ;

It is overwhelmingly people who |
are interested, yes, in supporting fe

progressive social change but
||

..

whose only real bond is ttialf J}|g|
common set of principles a)id^^S
values rather than a political leaha

'

*-#?.*«
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Do you think a split Exec will

hinder the efficiency of the SA? Will

'party politics9 get in the way of

the administrative process which is

fundamental to the SA?

I really hope not. I'd like to believe

that most issues that the Association

deals with don't need to be ripped

apart by politics. I think that will be

true for most things that we deal with

next year. I think it's also good that

we're forced to negotiate, not just

from the indy point of view but from

everyone who has been elected that

they have to listen to other people's

opinions and then come up with

solutions. In terms of the efficiency of

the Association perhaps it will make

it a little slower and we may not be as

efficient as we have been in the past.

One that people sometimes say about

the indys is that they don't stand

for anything? I was just wondering
what policies you have?

I think that people misunderstand

sometimes, when we say we're

independent it means we are not

affiliated with any political parties.

What I do believe is that the Students'

Association runs extremely well, and

it has for the last two or three years,

when it has not been infiltrated by

party politics. You know when people
have to argue, and not getting to the

stage when you have to compromise
what's going on and just moving on

with Association. So my policies are,

firstly, that the Association needs to

become much more visible, I think that

website needs to be overhauled, people

need to know who their representatives

are, and we need to make it clear that

this time next year at the elections, no

matter who's running, that students

know what the positions are about

and they know how to vote and they
know what the ballot papers are about.

They are very simple issues. First of

all getting the Association out there.

And I think this is something that Get

Smart have been quite advocate about

mat as well. I also think that there are

the usual issues like accommodation

and higher education and my views

are pretty much that, you know, HECS

should not be raised and that we should

have proper negotiations in relation to

students and accommodation and that

we should have more accommodation.

In relation to being an independent
ticket, Get Smart are quite adamant

that if you ever asked them that they

are not affiliated with Labor and

are in fact an independent ticket

themselves. What do you say to that?

In terms of the composition of their

overall ticket you have to ask Get

Smart whether they can justify calling

themselves a second independent
ticket I do know that a significantly

larger number of their candidates

belong to or are affiliated with the

Labor Left or Labor Right faction on

campus in the ACT than people on

my own ticket. I did feel that many

students were not aware of this,

particularly of the affiliation with some

of their executive members.

What do you say in reaction to

people that would say people are

only student politicians to build up
their resume?

I mean they are entitled to hold that

view, but if they saw the work that

is involved in running for the SA to

represent students, the amount of time

and money that I have put in in the

last six weeks, I'm sure this applies

to other people running as well, had

I spent my time on something else

my resume would look much better

with say working in a law firm as a

paralegal for a day every week. So

certainly it looks good to have ANUSA

representative or ANUSA president on

your CV but I am doing this because

I think that if I am president next year

that I can honestly do what is best for

the Association and I think I can do

that in a very competent manner.

So, given that you have said you are

politically independent rather than

politically neutral and that you let

your politics be known publicly, I

was just wondering who you will be

voting for in the upcoming federal

election?

I have really taken much interest in

the federal elections lately, I've been

a bit preoccupied with this. 1 have to

say that I am not really committed

to any of the parties. This will be

the first election I've voted in. I am

not swinging towards the Liberals or

Labor at the moment. I would have to

see more of their policies, particularly

regarding higher education. I couldn't

really tell you where 1 am standing
at the moment. It could be an

independent.

So, what do you have to say about

your other candidates, Nicola and

even Maty K?

I think for Nicola to come through

all of this with, you know, the

negotiations and the party politics

that must have occurred for all this

to come into existence, is very brave

and I admire her courage and for her

running against me and for her coming

up with a comprehensive combined

ticket And as I did last week many

times, I wish her the best of luck. I do

admire anyone who spends the time,

the money and the effort to do all of

this. Yeah...

And what about Maty K?

|pve Heard, and personally I

llpwant to know to clear this

Rlnat you guys do get support

pm the Labor party. Is this

lp|cfo
not receive any funding from

M|aborparty.

§ |a|v OK. Do you use any of

I
]|ir

facilities at all?

lip it's interesting when facilities

lome up for questioning, i mean

|t h9S long been the tradition of

pe independent ticket to have

^monopoly over the Students'

pssociation
facilities and their

photocopiers and things. Yeah, I

mink those things have always got

p be taken with a grain of salt.

So are you personally affiliated

|lh Labor?

56 in that regard how much

would that affiliation effect your
^residency? Would you have to

abide by party lines?

/fell I mean the reality is that

||re is a very narrow opportunity

5f any conflict between the kind

}f concerns that the Students'

|ssociation
deals with conflicting

Ijthi any ACT governance or

pderal party policy type of issues

0 the crossover is really very
Tnihimal indeed. I mean I've been

lyolved in student politics ever

since I came to uni and this is my
lird year arid I have never had a

x^hflict or even a close association

vith anything that I've done with

ftudent representation and any
-f the things I might do outside of

(fat.
'

~;
*-

;? \\
? f

lv~
5

-- }-' ''*-
.

:-

56 would you be accountable to

|ie party in any way If there was

|!£h
a conflict?

^

V
'

|i party has no involvement

if eference to how student

Ippaigns are being run or

||tfiing
like that, no.

pwhat policies would you have

isically my policies are those

P^rSetSmartticlcet. We

roudfy operate on the basis of

Irking on the common platform
star as policy goes. There

M^^o^acyinterrrisbf
ligher education obviously and

fifntaining the
v

pressure on Ian

;|ubb
to make sure there are no

j|CS increases in ANU. Also,

Knger representation in terms

Kcibrnmodation and applying

BV v
MB®* *. ^

that more broadly fri to the issues'

that effect students looking into
'

.

accommodation that is of a low

cost to them.

It's funny because Aparna
pretty much said the same thing
regards to higher education and

accommodation. What would

you consider to then be the main

policy differences between the

two tickets?
{

Basically the key differences as

far as I see it, well the one that out

ticket has been very concerned
with is the position of the Treasurer

within the Students' Association. ,
.

We want to bring the Treasurer *

,

5

into a sort of bigger welfare role. -

So, representing student welfare

concerns more generally within the

SA. I think that is something we

could improve on from previous ';-.

years in terms of tying these issues

together more effectively. And

yeah, I suppose I would argue 'i

that there has been a stronger 1

education focus from our ticket.
\

That's, of course, my personal

opinion. ,j

What do you say to those who ;

do not think that a political

affiliation should have anything
to do with the SA; that it is an i

administrative office rather than
a political office? :

I think that there is a real difference]

between...! think that the Students1;

Association role is basically one
.

where political representation
'

is essential but I don't think that '

that is necessarily requires party . \

representation and I am very happy
to keep it separate. I mean there

;

are political representations that
; |§

are done all the time in terms of: ^
representing students through the

media and the university and the ^
student population. I think that a ~'4

strong political stance is important
but that doesn't necessarily mean

:

that you must be party aligned in

any way and I think lack of any

direct accountability between
;?

any two people that are politically

involved in any political party, of
} ,

v!

which there are many who have ' r'

been running on the independent j

ticket as well, I think that is a '?

, :.

strong means for insuring that
;

'

|
representation can be effective. '*4

I guess another concern is ?%

that given that the Students' \ j|
Association is meant to

\'|
represent all students that '}?

someone with a particular
K

political affiliation would not do

that. I mean could you say that f,i

you would represent the voice of

the right-wing conservatives on

campus? .-;
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Oh look, heheheh, 1 did see Maty K polling very much. I only saw him in those

camouflage outfits or whatever they were, in Union Court. And I would like to

thank him for sending heaps of voters my way who came to talk to me simply
because I wasn't dressed as a terrorist in Union Court.

Lastly, I just have to ask, what was with going with the Japanese Imperialist
Sun as your logo?

It's the 'Lion King'.

Oh, it's the 'Lion King' is it? So you're not about to go and invade

Manchuria then?

No, no. We're only concerned with protecting our own boundaries at the moment.

I don't know what we'll do with our coastguard though.

[?]
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\l(CW P(H)P rTTTTTT TT^
L Voice of the (ANU) people

Last issue, the SA elections were imminent - an SA re

election may still be. But before that we have another

imminent election - the Federal election, to be held on

October 9, one week before the ACT's turn. This issue

we decided to vox pop what people knew about our

Government elections, and find out who was going to

win - it's pretty clear.

Nethy, from Israel
1.8 October

3. (even if I could vote) no, I don't.

6. No, I don't.

1. dlJtU lvll b, Dd liol

1. Mr. Bauer: In the month of October isn't it.

3. Mrs. Bauer: The Greens, I think.

4. Mrs. Bauer: I care about the environment and they are

different to the others.

Mr. Bauer: I vote for the Greens because they are the only
ones in Parliament who stood up for the rights of Habib and

Hicks. The rest of parliament- Hicks and Habib could be you

and me. And the rest of them just ignored them, and that's so

bad that I just don't want to vote for those people that don't

protect Australian citizens.

5. Both: No, No our minds made up.

6. Mr. Bauer: A week later. Yes (we'll vote for the Greens

then too).

J*
J i

'
F0** t ft

* /'\ i i

-

f™** a i

fill »«. I if j \ / 1 1 Is l r^ ji«4 V f $oA ^. i *** i i
T[ a ? if j h** V* -?** ( * *»n IJ!? #~i i I

H ! I, OiUUVHiU LQOi /\OIC4I I vlUUIvO i \!OIU3OU

1 . 9 October
j

2. 1 am, yep.

3. Probably Green. I

4. Because they're the only party that

I consider had got nay integrity at the I

moment. I don't expect that they'll

actually be able to form a Government,
so in the end my preferences will

j

probably got to the Labor party. !

5. No.

6. No I don't. I'm only up here this

year from Adelaide so I haven't paid a

lot of attention.

Valli
1.9th of October.

2. Yes, indeed.

3. Probably the Greens.

4. I'm just really disillusioned with both them major parties in a

way, so I think the Greens this time, yes.

5. No, not at all.

6.Not quite. I haven't kept in touch with this one, because I'm a

person from South Australia. . .I'll probably vote for the Greens

again.

., «- 3dn; blUJyillQ I OoiOFciQ L,clV¥

1 . October. . . soon.

2. Yep.
3. Not sure.

4. Oh, I haven't followed it that

much so far. Yeah, usually just look

at the cards on the day.

6. 1 think it's after the Federal one.

Ken, from Yokohama, Japan
1 . No, unfortunately.
3. (If I could vote) I think Mark Latham,
his policies are good but unfortunately, I

cannot vote.

6. Week after, or week before the

Federal election.

1. October 9

2. Yes I am.

3. 1 don't know.

4. Yes, probably swayed by what they have to say in the next four

weeks or so.

6. 1 do, it's the week after (the Federal election), which is October

....16 or 17th.

Mark, Anthony - Each Run Restaurant

on Campus
1

. Anthony: 9th of October

2. Mark: No, neither of us are Australian

citizens. ,

3. Anthony: The Greens.
\

Mark: Anyone except John Howard. !

4. Anthony: I just love the Greens, One,

they had a function with us, but two, I

like their policies, I think they're great.

Mark: Because we've got a small

business and the GST's killing it. A

restaurant gets caught right in the middle

of GST, you buy an apple, no GST on it,

put it on a plate and it's got GST.

6. Both: No, I don't.
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ss Aii essay c&trip&fciiten an .e^rp^rirta i&elal responsibility ^pin||||
for un'iversllty ^tud^mteon 30 July this year, If 'you are a stucfent ;lf |
ciiffgri% gii ratted in an Australian unmM^yam c$fi gnter the ; ; |;?1

t&fii peUttQKiM which erffte;. great: prises for bo*h pu and your : ;;|i

univ§rs%. Tht wliinlFig entrant will reorive $2000 In cash and iff!
hte of herir^l^^itFwi be ^wsrded $3®®® tQ buy i teiriiirigv,3llP
m^ureii, second priit Is $6&o and third priz# is $40^- :£lii
The cofnpetltian is a ni in itiiiwe of the pfime Min isfcs^s ^-^lllilfe

03fnmiiin% BusIpess Painiin^rship, a irc«up of tousiriES$-arid ^:Pp^v :

community leaders who adhnlse- GovirnnMntoi, annd pfcsmoli, '. ?'. Jj|^
IndhrldLiai and! oDiporatt sodal irtspoFisSbililly. iviry sludent

';
'

'^Jfe-

who sinters will reciwB a ct rtiicate ©f partidp^ti^n teini the:r.i|l:|.

Paitneiship aid th# pitfp^ tnay award cfrtiflciites of merit i|j;|l||i
tht Ir diicnion, , ... .; ,^f:li||ii

Nigel 1 $ tuny picfc for ^ountlf ^r piiir y nw^'rsity? : Gi|llli|:; ?#;,. ::Slr»

pyhlcaDons arderiitg lln^on :iAoo 05.^ 009 aiid.q^cj^^^^^,^
§$,WKm.umw8ki& ,:

?

... ,-., ^^S^ \^^^ MStfi'^i

Help jfdr students with ah equity-related complaint

\' The ANU is committed to providing a study and work

; environment free; from unlawful discrimination and

1 Tlie Equity and Diversity Unit provides confidential advice

I

i and Assistance tb any ANU student who has an equity-related

?*? .''?' ??'. ';:??'?' *y; l-\'':'\, ?'?
.

'; complaint,,
';

,

','' ;;;'',
-''

.J :-.,;;

1 Contact Eqiiity and piversity staff atfiuildiiig 1 8^ N0rth Iloiad.

]
*-\ //';'Email:-'';';' v/'!';'. ;E^ttityam^iy^r^

) f;V';Te^
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I Monday Sept 27th

l(/e^af) BBQ ar)-j t*ml
marke+ day
llOam til lpm - Union

ICourt

?Kick off Women in

?Education week with

Bfalafels, grilled onions,

Itabouli, hummus, and pita

Ibread. A plethora of vegan

?delights! Stop by and grab

?some info, a kebab and a

?ticket to the trivia night.

|7/;//y-MMCl
?Women on Campus movie

?night
-

screening My Fair

iLady.

?Tuesday Sept 28th

\l2pm
-

Vegan BBQ at UC

? 7pm - Comedy Debate

lANU UniBar

[Come and celebrate Women

Bin Education week with

la few beers and plenty

lof laughs. Topic: 'That a

woman's place is in the

home.' Brought to you by
the fabulous ANU Deb Soc.

Wednesday Sept 29th

12-2pm - Women in

Environment

CRES Seminar Rooms

A panel of female

researchers from a range

of disciplines at various

stages of their careers

speaking about Women in

Environment.

Thursday Sept 30th

7pm - 'Death by

Chocolate' Trivia Night
Carmel Rooms (near

Sullies)

A staple of Women in

Education Week, the trivia

night, takes on a new

fl avour - chocolate ! Tickets

will be on sale all week

from Women'

'

Men are wel come

to all events

Friday October I

1st
I

10 am - Champagne

breakfast
If last night wasn't

decadent enough
for you, here's i

one last chance
-

champagne,

strawberries, cheese

platters. Winding

up the week in style.

What's with the cats? I

The Women's Department is running a

campaign at the moment called

Flsh+inf for the rlfh+s of vaginas
everywhere

We are selling T-shirts at all Women

in Education week events, with all

funds raised going towards prevention
of voilence against women.
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Adam Hornsey examines memorable issues 'of what we now know#fc Worodi/fnd;^

-

,B-|^ rough them, reveals the early history of that particular publication, and the formative

4;^X5^- years of what is now known as ANU,
v (V

/ /'

Tertiary education began in tK^fWCTWitlf
'thfe1^*1

establishment of Canberra Universtity College

*

(C.U.C
- full stops were used at the time)

^

in 1 929, only 18 years after the formation of

the ACT.J and only 2 years. after the seat of

Commonwealth Government was moved from

Melbourne. This was well before The Australian

National University, formed as, as the name

would suggest, Australia's national research

university, solely for postgraduate study, by a

1946 Federal Government statute. C.U.C. was

established as a campus of the University of

Melbourne, as the requirements for affiliation

such as scrutineering of exam papers was less

strict than Sydney. The first intake of students

was in 1930, with the grand number of 37

public servants enrolling in Arts degrees. Not

surprisingly, considering there are only around

20 contributors to Woroni now out of over 8,000

undergraduates, this number was not enough
for a student paper to start. Even in 1939, when

the College had skyrocketed to163 students, the

publication spark didn't ignite.

The vast majority of students in the early years

were public servants who worked full-time and

attended the College to improve their chances

of promotion. All the classes were scheduled

at night, much to the annoyance of the small

number of full-time students who joined in the

early '50's. ::

It was on Friday 23 May 1947, 18 years after the

formation of the College that the C.U.C. released

its first edition of 'Students' Notes' (front page
at

left).
The first publication was driven by the

Sports Council, who 'have felt for some time

that much of the APATHY surrounding College

student activities outside the lecture rooms could

be broken down if there were a regular medium

for publicising the doings of the several student

bodies.' I presume the doings that students did.

'Our stage of student development does not yet

permit of a weekly broadsheet along the lines

of 'Farago' (Melbourne) 'or 'Honi Soit' (Sydney)

but something less pretentious is definitely

necessary'. Good observation. 'The Sports

Council has therefore decided to issue these

'Notes' weekly for the time being on the previous

lines.' The C.U.C. Sports Council had previously

published 'Sporting and Social Notes' (before the

war), which was 'apparently very well received

in the absence of anything better.' This first

issue of Students' Notes, as you would except,

being published by the Sports Council, contained

mostly sporting results, particularly hockey
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with a 'special mention' of girls hockey.

In the next issue, on 30 May, the editors

put in a plea for a title more imaginative

than Student's Notes (surely there

couldn't be), with a prize of a year's

free subscription to 'The Notes'. (We
tried to use a year's free subscription to

Woroni as a prize this year but nobody

responded for some reason).

On 13 June 1947, Students' Notes

announced a record enrolment for

C.U.C - 298 students (if you look at

this proportionally, it means that Woroni

now, representing 8000 undergraduates,

should have 28 editors and a staff of

112. Although maybe we live in different

times).

On 19 December 1947, Students'

Notes published the exam results of

all the students who had been through

the College since the war, something

which we probably won't attempt here at

Woroni this year (at least all the results

since the war, anyway).

The first editor, or self-titled 'editor

pro-tern' of Students' Notes, was Nev

Kruger, in keeping with the sporting

theme an ex-president and then

vice-president of the Sports Council,

who produced an issue regularly until

Friday 19 September, when a week
was missed. This was explained the

fojlowing week as 'a circumstance

entirely due to editorial pre-occupation

with other matters that just had to

have precedence'. Henceforth (to use

Nev's vernacular) Students' Notes was

published fortnightly.

C.U.C. itself in 1947 was somewhat

different from what it is today (apart

from the different name) and everything

being in black and white, it appears.

The College was still a campus of the

University of Melbourne -

it was in this

year that C.U.C. asked for an extension

of the relationship with that Uni, who

agreed. 'We would not for the world cast

you off after so many years (particularly

as you are) a university College for pass

men,' they said. Let's hope we can all

be pass men.

Possibly making it even harder for

the 'pass men' would have been the

fact that at this stage the College was

situated in the Hotel Acton, so the beer

probably would have been quite a

distraction during lectures.

By 1949, the post-war boom that

was affecting much of Australia had

progressed the College somewhat - in

that year, the College, after obtaining

its first two full-time lecturers, moved

from the Acton Hotel to the Melbourne

building and expanded its lecturing staff

to 15 full-time and 19 part-time lecturers.

At this stage, C.U.C. was composed
exclusively of part-time students- the first

full-time students arrived in 1954 and it

was only in 1965 than full-time students

first outnumbered part-time. As a whole,

the College had increased its numbers

to 350 students.

The 1950 year had 3 terms -Autumn,
which ran from 13 March to 20 May,

Winter, from 5 June to 12 August,

and Spring, from 4 September to 14

October, and the cost of Arts and

Commerce degrees were £7/7 per

year. Surprisingly, law degrees cost

Jess - from £3/13/6 to the same

Bamount

?In 1950 the College also gained
luse of 'Gungahlin', a property

j|4
1/2 miles from the city on

?the Yass Road (quite possibly

Ijn present-day Gungahlin),

?for the accommodation of

|'18
men students'. The

jjproperty
contained '...colourful

?furnishings, as well as light but

unobtrusive decorations (which) will

be used to counteract any tendency
to uniformity that if (sic) often inherent

in a structure and equipment of

a building accommodating many

persons.'

The premises of the College itself at

this stage, the Melbourne building,

was praised as 'easy of access, being

on the main omnibus route.'

changes announced, which included

expanding the existing departments of

Arts, Law, Economics and Commerce,
mo establishing Political Studies

and Public Administration (which

for some reason didn't exist for 20

years in a College of public servants),

and appointing a principal ware

important for the rapid advancement

and expansion of the College in

subsequent years an6 ultimately its

amalgamation in to the ANU, although

that wasn't seen at the time: 'No

esSmate can be given as to when

the College will sever its connection

with flie University of Melbourne, or

when incorporation m the Australian

National University will be considered/'

|i.eff
: The front page of

?the issue of 25 July 1947?

'

iwith an announcement of

the intervarsity debating

Ichampionships to be held in

ICanberra. KOhf haw shamed I

?was (about ibe lack of interest in

lldebating);1 wrote the editor, who

jpnisbed
with an implored plea:

jl'whaf
about ringing up Nan

Ipiggin at the College or Jack

?Hayes. YOU WILL -THANKS/

pfes,
1 suppose I will, or ai feast

Jtheif family.

pottom: The front page of the

l^oroni
(Med 27 February 1948

|nnouncessTHE COLLEGE

|4OVES FORWARD:' The
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Top Left: i lie Urs? page of the first ?s$ue

of the firs! publication of Hie Canberra

Uorvecsily College
- tie 1933 edition

of Prometheus {ool a Greek god.

rattier an annual publication cc^Kaioing

Iifef aiy 3ml academic articles}. In tie

early pars, Student Holes ami then

Worn?! co-existed wftfi Prometheus,

which was first pybfista! In 1933, under

the editorship of Warren Denning aod

Lsander Ftfegerakl, and fast published
mi 1972, as an tftcreasiogff art-locussd

pblicafioB. Whfe I started before

Woronif Woroni has outlasted it Ire

first pge of the firs! issue extolis the

virtues of the Colte^ which %ss

esalalrf^shed primarily to train fetite

officers- of the Comrnonv^ealth Public

Service in those scholarly attainments

wtirch are the necessary basis of Ugh
aod useful public service.* Gee, how

things have charged The first issoe

also contained, on page 6, an arlcle

entitled 'PLACES You Must NOT Mfes

- A Visitor's Gold© to Canberra', which

cfescribed a cafe as Ihe polite offlcal

euphemism for pub* beer-shop or

tavern,* The Fire Station was described

as the t^if lireiess Fire Slafeo m the

world, and the piece concluded with the

plea; *lf you are sti mtm§, m$ are

feminine young and channing, the Editor

will be pleased to show you Red HI! h-§

moonlight or the Yass Road at dawn,'

The ofer still stands.

Page 26 contained a tribute, as follows.

'Joyseile wasthe most beaotiful tpiste

ever employed in a CoiTfrnon^ea^h

ti^m^mxi. She was an exotic bfcnd&

had a divme figure, blue eyes xe 3 ''pic

sky and a cl^sposffen: swee? jei sci^ea
'

S^eel ye! spirited, you say. Lei's jus* nops

ste wasn't tvpinq the word 1yp-$ier

Page 31 of the issye cooisined m

alphabet verse compelrlion with first pme
as one gears' subscription to the Rotary

Club, 2M prize a J years subscr iptioe and

3rd prize 10 years., white on page 32 were

published all the exam resyils since the

w£&0m of the College..

Top Middle: Page 1? of the 1934 Issue

of Prometheus contained an article

e?3MM 'For Men Only* by one FALush.
^itoBea are ctirious creatyrssTw he wrote.

*8ac3ose this article is headed Tor Men

Only' every woman who sees it will read

I imoiediafe!^ Yes; woir^eo are curious

creatures.* Ail you curious creatures out:

there will be glad to kfKM Mr: lush was

Also in the 1334 Issue ¥^as an article oo;

whether the Empire can avoid another

war; and the feltowing poem:

*^ary had a fitte iamfo, $0 runs, an ancient

story book* but nowadays if s Mary's calf,

at which she !fe the boys to look.'

Above Right: This ad for the

Commonwealth Savings Bank from

fim 1934 mm was before they started

closing branches.. Oh weil, I suppose the

race s to the swift

Middle Right: Also tan the 1934 issue,

an ad which fofUBately told me something

up wM now 1 wss totally ignorant of; ttes;!: !

must try 'G!yx\ i knew I was missing som^:

consonants from my diet

The feilc/'ing year the course

Enghsh claimed the record for

rhe (east number of passing

students - of «he six enroled 3

sat \he exam and one passed in a

supplementary.

Bottom Right: 60 Id Virsp Villa,

lor broader, brighter and foeier

vlrgerly (oh, am to Kan Cook

for the new season overcoats for

you eoufd wait until 1938 and buy

Lavery's Suits - The 'Bfye and

White are veiy choice;'

The 1940 edition of Prometheus

contained 'Sporting and Social

Notes/ al-oyt wh^ci '& was said*

'These notes have resulted torn

tie increasing demand among
students for a more detailed

knowledge of the everyday

incidents of student activities and

their- intimate and bantering nature

provides a oioib suitable mecfto

for the circulation of ttisse pithy Ws

which have previously appeared

in odd corners of this magazine.*

I see.

The 1941 issue was downcast in

tone; 'The past year has been a

time of extreme growing for our

British Empire,' it was said, ft was

In this y®m that the first editor of

Woroni,, E.M. 'Mev Kruger* was
jj

president of the Sports Council.
*

HO

A t.

1
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Top Left: A section of

the May 6 1949 issue of

Students' Notes - those

damn

editors have travelled

into the future and

stolen the spelling off

our calendar.

The opposite column

on the same page

contained a report of a

request by

students to be allowed

to smoke during

lectures, it was in this

year that the

chairman of

the Collge

council, Sir

Robert Garran,

said 'that the

College must

go ahead under

its own power

so that It would

be able, in due

course, to rank

as m institution

of University

status.' 1949

was also

the first year

when the

College offered

something other

than night-time

lectures in Arts,

with two full time

lecturers, J,F.M,

Haydon (French

and German)
Br\6 LKAIIen

(English and

Latin), and the

first principal,

Herbert Burton,

joining the staff,

Bottom Left: The last part of the

last page of the last issue of Student

Notes contained an ad for 'Canberra's

Capitol and Civic Theatres', which ware

featuring 'The Forsyte Saga,' 'Take Me

Out to the Ball Game,' and 'Miss Grant

Takes Richmond, a comedy of a not too

bright secretary starring Lucille Ball,'

Top Right: The explanation on Page
2 of the title 'Woronl' being used for

the first time in the issue bottom right

- Woroni is 'aboriginal for 'mouthpiece','

Now ! think about it, that makes sense,

and I think it beats 'Student Notes'

(however iiteraily unconfusing that

is),
The first front page, printed and

all, (bottom r\§M) featured an article,

'PHALLUS IN WONDERLAND1' about

the best way to honour those who

fought in the recently-finished WW2,

'...All, except the least observant,

have viewed with mixed feelings the

rusting
mechanisms of war that even

now adorn our parks, and the great

monuments that serve only to exclude

the utilisation of the land that they

occupy... surely the gratitude of Australia

to the U,SA can be expressed, if further

expression is considered necessary,

in a more practical manner... rather

than blocks of stone.' At least we've

seen the reltionship between the US
and Australia expressed in a practical,

if much criticised, manner recently, It

was In 1950 that Woroni/Student Notes

was briefly recognised in the Canberra

Universtity College handbook, Io help

stimulate and maintain an interest

in these things (sport), the Students'

Representative Council publishes a

bulletin which is widely circulated,' It

said,

Middle Left: As it says in the first line,

this is the first printed edition of the

'Notes', The previous issue of B April

1949 announced that Student Notes

would 'discard the old stencilled sheaf,

for this issue, dated April 22. As we do

today, the editors faced the problem of

student apathy;

'Come on chaps, take up pen and paper

and give it a fling.
Who knows what

latent spark of literary genius smoulders

within him,' was the plea on the front

page (It certainly beats 'Anyone can

get Involved' [anyone includes women,

sorry chaps]). The plea was further

illustrated on the same page, '.Jets

hear from you. We'll leave you to it with

these few words, hoping you like your

paper and hoping you will give us every

assistance to build it up into something

really worthwhile.'

The editors at the time were concerned

that '...as you are no doubt aware,

printing costs money, a lot of money
when viewed through our poverty

stricken eyes. . .' but that '. . .at the

moment the future of the 'Notes'

as a printed job is quite bright,,,'

Unfortunately, the editors ware accurate

in that printing costs money (particularly

in those anti-communist times) and their

eyes were poverty-stricken, as within

2 years, 'the old stencilled sheet' was

back, to remain for the rest of 1950's.

(obviously post-war prosperity didn't

spread everywhere),
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Top LeH:The Wfem?-i of 11 July/ 1951
,

of

whfeh the enSre front: pa§e is devot^l

to the anachronistic; arti;€te enlitted:

'Hop for th» Feiwafe-
*

81^ article alKail

womeD, 'who, after ail am cruelly

bored fey poife mi sport* The first

pr&cppii csHitiium,, 'lor it. Is wiltife

b. y^lverstlv thai or^ Is struck by the

prevalence of wmm kmomri m

to the averap imisawlfe: mmm,

wfio..JofeMl to coiripalt wilh men

In ths shabby business of earning

a iy n§.r The qusstiort was ^fBther

for cfe!ncfin§ wom^rt foto fcl#§ thai

they am EQUAL to «nent» [a

concept which] a! firs! appear
as fantastic as the noHon

of Ensteift nsNiIng b Ms

fingers io solve a mattoMto!

(»obl!em.»Qr Shakespeare

clalmfeg that h^s langnap fe,

@pal In 1WQ& beauty a^ wi: Id

the edlloiial tn a morning pp^r;

What ifeies lie humour^t In
?

wmwMM are the iiysferis

these qusmt apas [wennnen]

entertain! afeot tet presenee^,*

Belor^ you o^nskter his mM~

%tm$\* fetei^ I© tte ayihof s omwm of «-ales; ;twe lave estaMisheci Wfeputsbly te fec^i of

mate itoibeeity,* Vfe^ il real^ Is a im m$ sm&mwM. article,

Mcfe that Womni al Ihls Him *?e§retWtf cost 3d. Compare tills to the pdce tn 1S5DS wliere

the annual sufosoripta was 11* (1 shiing, equal to 12&), Aren't you §m fm pay fcr Woront

Top Right. Bis *speefof Wkmb of 10 Mfey 1953 announces the frtoving of the Ce^ege into a dfema-l workers*

tefel ^ Ch8ders Slre«A (yes, the «mes that am sil there), «R»r a llm ii- the Melbourne &Mng5 where ttm

CoKege had been swnscse 1S49..

iotlom Rlg^l: Tm c^fe p^Mferi^ In Woronl dated 19 July 1S5CL at this stage *pMbSshect ^ery
Wynesda^ vacate

of B, mmMmm %&

eslablfehmeit of a slsictert

im S0€fe% In mw of

the alRBSt cm^iplei^

inertia of IIb Canberra

invcemre, II is becoiBii^

increasmg^ appemrt. fste|

that those to whom the

im^ a vital fermdart
and wkiB Ihe conin^rclal

driema c^utot h$pe to

saiy^ must took to $om&

more- scli^a body... Ifes

Ik^ 'Cartel Deb alt'
v

La Kerr^sst Hefolqye/
'The Battleship FoiemMrf'

GaSgarf mysl b@$^a?\? to

realise tie he^hts wi^Kh

the im has allalr^cl J i

sa^ the/re Ihe fawairfe

ims of us al. *,,,Perhaps

it Is hm% pcesumpttKH© to assume

that the permanent: Pyblte Servant vim

unfortunately'' c&i-$iM&s almost the

any?© mtimti body; lias an mterost in

as^f thi^ outside his (Mmi salary and

Ns $!ry§gife for serubri'^ bul omlad

wi^ mm?/ sfedente who have not i#
sucoimfesrect to the nepfl^ inertia,

of Cmmm fife,, has assume! us flat:

such Interest is present and mM be

simulated io posillve aclhn' That is

pr^um|ituous
????? ?««%them is so much

totfe, Th6: F^!m Group te% carm to

fruicm ^m vears later., as, stioMi tft HIb

tel p^ torn a 1952 &sue fbottom left), wh^ coatatel the cletais of the firs! e%r Film Groyp Si^eening,, :-Ttee are

the lite p^ve foea^, waii-§ to sees THEV ARE. TOO GOOD TO ^ISS, So, forpl than xiM ?oi:AZ essay lor one n^ht
Qmm aki^§ a^d brang a frtal If yo« wfelt* fe, for§el that ^ssa^ wfiat^ver it isl i p^ wish, of course.
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Above Ufl: The front page of the Wcirom of 2? September 1 954, in which Ik was reported a 'SENSATIONAL GEN
MEETING** *V&8 and iie§ibfe) Rampant!?! APPALLNQ DISCLOSURES.' Hie 'special corespondent reported

thai lie me^iig lasted for over three lively hours, and a good time was had by most' One could be forgiven
lor forping, amongst a! ihfe drama, whal exactly the meeting was about namely shocking allegations of the

purchase of a fcbori^,* The *bomb/' or car; It was felt foy rnany, had beeo purchased by the College unr-ecassariiyi

as *&e College fafmaciyj had a truck to carry beet* Trie purchase was jostled by the purchasers as promoting
interest - *an attendance of 30 (at a meelirig of Uie SRC fwasl unheard ©C (Nothing much has changeo:)- At the

end of the meeting, '31 tired students crawled mam to bed.1' I suppose they needed some sensationalism with this

pmt quaiy. The same issue of Wororti contained a gossfe column- in which it was asked *,,,did anyone hm thai a

(more-oNess) unkiiown character spread sugar all down one corridor test Wednesday mgfif?* S!i on n^eelfogs, the

1955 Sports Union AGM was deferred iSas them was no attendance,, no treasurer* ami m financial statements.* So
who exactly deferred the meeting?

Top Right; Economics sludents have always ten ner% as shown in this ditty lorn 1954. likewise (bottom left)

science students (yet humorous)*

For most of the early 1950's Woroni was composed of 4 pages, sfightty larpr than A4, pyblshed a! intervals

bet^eeri;a week and a month, !k}#sw inhere were ocsasior^ when It wasai slight^ so organised, such as the one

page 18 -May 1953 edition, which orge-d 'Anyone interested in becomir^ the editor or m joining the editorial staff is

invited to send ar- URGENT telegram.* Oh well if they were just being invited, II oouldiVl have been too urgent.

YOU CAN

ASSIST

THIS PA

PER

MATERI -

ALLY BY

TRADING

WITH ITS

ADVERTIS-

ERS
(this appeared throughout

the 1950 's and x60's, but

we also mean it) .
?
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In 1956 the S.R.C. boasted that Woroni

included 'intelligent and controversial

articles and abusive but provoking

attacks on authority in general,' (which

basically means public servants

attacking other public servants). While

there was only minimal mention of the

Melbourne Olympics and introduction

of television into Australia (maybe
the editors were trying to preserve

print media), the editors were also

remarkably honest, as shown in the

final issue for the year, 'this is the

only University newspaper in Australia

which publishes so late into third term.

As a consequence of our having no

competition the standard of WORONI

has been substantially lowered and the

price doubled.'

The front page of the Woroni of 8 July

the following year (above left) (when the

attendance of C.U.C. reached 450), with

a fancy hand-drawn title, announced that

the motion put at the S.R.C. meeting

to disband Woroni had failed, and that

'the more general feeling was that

even if [Woroni had abused its freedom

occasionally] the wild-ramblings of half

crazed editors were less harmful than

any form of censorship.'

Below Left: The Woroni dated 12

June 1957 satirically announced

''CHRISTMAS ISLAND RETURNS TO

AUSTRALIA', in protest to the first

nuclear tests by Great Britain on the

island, 12 days earlier.

Top Right: This letter, dated 10 May
1 957, is just one part of a long-running

feud between C.U.LS. {the Canberra

University Law Society) and the C.U.C,

S.R.C. 'The nefarious activities of this

faction have not ceased/' it was written,

'We, Sir, the Arts and Commerce

students. I repeat, must not stand back,

in our traditional apathy and allow this

wanton interference with our liberties

and our cash, is there no Corday to rid

us of this giant Robespierre? No Wilkes

to stand up and oppose this monstrous

infringement of our rights? Where is

the spirit of the College student today?'

Another letter from the same month,

which had been reprinted as a

large number of copies of the

previous issue of Woroni, in which

it appeared, had 'mysteriously

disappeared,' stated of law

students,.'.. .they want all S.R.C.

dues returned to them, but.. .will

continue to monopolise the ping

pong table and drink out the

S.R.C. funds.'

Two years previously the situation

had reached a head when the Law

Society wanted a quarter of the

S.R.C. funds, claiming they didn't

receive anything from the S.R.C,,

so they should be able to spend
their own money, When lawyer'

(law student) Lance Murray
nominated for president of the

S.R.C, the then-editor of Woroni

nominated himself, but was forced to

withdraw, The animosity culminated

in the courts - for those law students

out there, in the case of Freeman v

The Blackhurst Society, heard in the

ACT Supreme Court, The case was

remarkably analogous to the great

debate about voluntary student unionism

today, The plaintiff, Freeman, asked for

a declaration that C,U,LS, could not

make membership compulsory, because

there was no basis in statute (typical

law student argument), The law society

argued they only enabled people to join

their society, not forced them. The Court

held that membership could not be made

compulsory, but injuries and damages
for 'mental distress' claimed by

Freeman were refused. The attempt at

'power' by the lawyers is shown in this

page from Woroni from the late '50's

(bottom right), stating the nominations

for the S.R.C.; of the 27 candidates

standing, 20, marked with an 1',

were law students. Accompanying
the nominations was the heading
'The Lawyers Proliferate' and various

drawings of amoebic cell division.

Middle Right: This 1Q test, from

1957, was prepared in 'Woroni's

own fully unequipped Psychological

Laboratories', and featured questions

such as'why do fish swim?' and 'did

you see Sputnik [the first manned

spacecraft launched earlier that year]

alone or with company?', Jf you got

all these question riht, and noticed the

misprint in the preceding line, you are

well removed from average,'

Also in 1957, on 8 July, the first review

appeared in Woroni - a review of the

magazine 'Quadrant,' and in the same

issue, it was reported that 3000-4000

seems a 'fair limit' for the ultimate

size of the ANU, 'however Canberra's

own development could bring us close

to 2000 in 30 or 40 years.'

In a 1958 a letter from a 'newcomer'

in Woroni also provided interesting

reading; 1 experienced some difficulty in

reaching the College. The sharpness of

the Boldrewood-Chiiders St. comer and

its featurelessness made its negotiation

and, indeed, detection, problematical.

Trusting that these comments will not

harm College-Laotian relation, I remain

Yours in Friendship (signed) Ng Tk

(General (Provisional Field Marshall) In

the Royal Laotian Army),
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Top Left: This issue 'F' of 1960

announces 'A BUSH WEEK BANG';

the success of the first annual Bush

Week. The Bush Week Bali was held in

the common room, and attracted 120

people, but Inclement weather and

insufficient support were responsible

;for the cigarette rolling competition,

the ladies' nail drive and the walkabout

being cancelled'. What a pity.

\..\he organised lectures were great

success,*' the article continued. 'But

the committee found that the two

doctors who addressed the

students were bogus and that

their honorary (sic) degrees had

not been ratified/' The article

concluded, 'General consensus

of opinion seemed to be in favour

of Bush Week and it will be an

annual affair in future.'

(It was also announced on this

page that the editor of Woroni

was to be paid for the first time,

the princely sum of 25 pounds,

at the same time that the S.R.C.

treasurer, John Newman, was

impeached, for 'his general

lethargic attitude').

Bush Week was an initiative of

A.G.Martin and R.W.Reece, who

wanted an Australian version of

Worid University Service Week.

The purpose of the week is to form 'a

national consciousness' and learn 'how

to be Australian.' The following year ('62)

Bush Week included guessing games,

and in 1963 an attempt was conducted

to set a record for ball-bouncing. What

exactly that is an6 whether they broke

the record is uncertain. A parade was

held through the city for many years to

get areas of Canberra outside of the unt

involved.

In its early years, Bush Week helped

raise money for charities - first Abschol,

the Aboriginal Scholarship Fund, and

later a New Guinea Scholarship Fund.

Top Right:

The subtitled

last issue of

^the C.U.C.

[Students'

[Union, which

-was released

(on29

September
1960

(you may well be reading this on the

anniversary)
- the front page contained a

history of the process of amalgamation,

conducted the following day, which

resulted in Canberra University College

becoming the ANU School of General

Studies, co-existing peacefully with

the Institute of Advanced Studies ever

after. At the bottom right of the page is a

formal announcement of 'C.U.C. FINIS,'

and above that, two of the most crucial

figures in the development of CUC and

ANU, and particularly well known to Arts

students, J.F M Haydon (1882-1967)

and Dr I.H.Allen (1879-1964). The

process of unification was, obviously,

a long one, documented in Woroni

throughout the 1950's - one of the

earliest references was in the issue of 8

July 1954, when a member of the C.U.C.

Student Representative Committee

attended the ANU SA meeting. At this

stage, the College had 456 students in

total, including 8 or 9 full-time students,

300 of whom were members of the

S.R.C., compared to the ANU, which

had 60 students, and whose SA was not

'hyper-active'.

The 29 August 1956 issue of Woroni

announced that the ANU had rejected

an amalgamation with CUC; 'its mother,

now that she has borne it, no longer

wishes to nurture it,'

The issue of 17 July 1981 (not pictured)

contained a recount of a visit to Australia

by students from the U,S,S.RM under

the heading 'They are human.' The

students 'caused a controversy when

one admitted our factories were better

than Russian factories.' inferior factories

-

that shouldn't be a problem, surely?

Bottom Left: The first issue of Woroni

as the newspaper of the ANU Students'

Association. The front page gave a

welcome to 'Freshers' (first-years) and

featured an article that Tree Love is on

the Wane.' A quarter of the broadsheet

was taken up by a picture of Julian

Hartley, a fellow whom 'every Fresher

who has attended the Orientation Week

functions will know...'

Bottom Right; The last issue for 1959

announces the laying of the foundation

stone for the Arts building and Tank

(better known as Haydon-Allen) and

speculates about the future of C.U.C.

- 'WHAT LIES AHEAD. .AUTONOMY?'
No 'definite arrangements' for the

future of CU.C. had been made for the

following year
-

unfortunately, students

would have to wait until 1961 for the

amalgamation with A.N.U., and C.U.C.

had to 'continue to muddle along' in

1960.
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Top Ufc 'PROBABLY THE FINEST'
- The front page of a Woroni from

the early Ws, announcing plans for

construction of the Chifley library, which,

though it 'will probably be the finest at

any rural Australian University... reveals

several anomalies: first, men's toilets

situated on the second floor seem to

ignore the plight of the student in the

basement or lower ground floor... The

students' approaches are by way of

steps, which means that students in

advanced stages of pregnancy will be

prevented from using the library.'
Don't

worry, if you're not too advanced, it's

alright. The new Chifley library held

150,000 books - the second stage

of construction means it now holds

500,000.

lap HnH: The front page of Woroni

on 18 September 1964 - they knew

what students wanted - a whole page

of ads. This is what Woroni would have

been like if we had had to pay what was

initially suggested for the stain in Union

Court. And they still couldn't print in

colour with gloss.

Btffam iiiht This front page of the

'Bungendore Times', dated July 27,

1962, featured the headline 'SCHOOLS

WRECKED IN UNI. BLASTS', in

reference to explosions caused by

'buterfingered assistants' sent by the

universities. These young boys throw

Amatol around the lab in a frightening

manner,' it was said. Presumably people

knew what Amatol was in 1962. The

same page also made reference to the

prize sheep of Mr. W.T.BIoomblemunder,

which had gone missing somewhere in

the ACT
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I^fi: The ca^pi*
' 1963 rei-'oc.,cec ^n The iv'ak -a a' -\NJ 19^6-1996, by S,Q, Foster '& Margaret fyTVafoihe^ Nc '. s? t^e Ha-dc-*

- Me-- ::u- d.^g Mo i «s l'o rroe;D\ ifis

fines! r viral te?\ ?ra fee 9 (s Bft.re Ha- ^ropawons :cr :he #'^g of the (ake the following year are going da at ion sernet.^g v\h»c:h We/en never 'epcncd o^ tfiev ^so a dn't

report 0-1 the rr-oo? iard^y v»nu i is a«rro5i as ir.xnantj.

Bmmm: Tilings were pretty pristine in the eaiiy '60's, but, 6®m thai, I'm pretty sure tiiis is a mode! of the old Union-building, appearing in Woroni in 1962. This Union budding

housed tm Woroni office, which was on the ground floor, with a refectory above it until around 1971 . Woroni staff drove their car over the lawns to Hie door of the oice, we were

told by an anonymous member of the Woroni staff (see following page). One further event around this time deserves mention -

in 1988, John Dedman, who h®4 presented tie. biii to

establish AMU in 1946, graduated with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in Political Science.
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So, there we are. That's the early history of Student Notes, Students' Notes, Woroni, Prometheus, and

the Bungendore Times, and through it
,

that of Canberra University College (C.U.C.) and ANU (at least

in the opinions of the very small number who got involved [which anyone can do!]). Just as the way of

acronymising has changed, so has the world -

hopefully this 'mouthpiece', and this university, will still be

around when it's changed as much again.

Thanks must go to the staff of the National Library, Hancock Library (for letting me take books from the .

premises that were expressly marked to the contrary [what an adrenalin rush]), and Mary Stackpool, for

her strikingly familiar first-hand accounts of Woroni, ANU and the students therein in the late '60's and

early 70's.

Top and bottom: Woroni from 1969,

The assistant editor from that year, Mary Stackpool (nee dowry), talked to us about her experiences,

Woroni in 1969 was under the editorship of Clifton McGregor 'Charlie' Dickins, with a total staff of 18 (a 'real hard core

of 5-6'), and based on the ground floor of what is now the Pauline Griffin building (above it sat the SA office and Sports

Union office - where the current Woroni office sits was a carpark and grove of those fluff trees).

'The Woroni office was a great social hub,' said Mrs. Stackpool.

There were a number of differences between then and now but many things were much the same. It was 'very hard to

find food after 6 o'clock on a Sunday. Greasy Louis' in Lonsdaie Street was one of the few places,' she said. Despite the

lack of food, Woroni, 12-20 pages and published every fortnight, was produced in about the same time frame as it is now,

with most of the layout work taking place over a weekend.

Woroni had obtained a 'state-of-the-art IBM typewriter which could both change fonts and justify text', and used a

Letraset for headings (a sheet onto which pencil would be scribbled for hours until the heading showed on paper
- there

was someone solely in charge of headings, likewise captions). If there was a typo, 'the staff would have to physically cut

out the letter or paragraph, depending on how serious it was. All in all, it was labour intensive, but a great community, and

a fun thing to do,'

Woroni was literally
cut and pasted onto boards for each two-page spread, before being sent to Maxwell Newton printers,

where some of the Woroni staff worked after they graduated,

Many of the articles in '69 were about 'visiting speakers, but also about current events, ..1969 was the year of big anti

Vietnam demonstrations, and student struggles in Europe. Issues with the uni and the Union also featured,' said Mrs.

Stackpool.

'Student newspapers in general were the only forum that covered those kind of things in that era, more so than now;'

'Students in general were more left-wing, because they faced more tangible threats [such as] conscription
~

previously

Australia had sent to war only volunteers.' It wasn't ail protests, though: 'apathy and conservatism, it was around,' she

said.

Asked whether Woroni had a higher profile than today, Mrs. Stackpool answered, 'Yes. I think it was probably more read

by the student population, but there was only 2000-3000 students then so it was easier to cover everybody.'

The SA paid directly for Woroni's printing costs, with the minor revenue from advertising paying for other expenses,

in relation to all the gratuitous nudity (you thought Scav Hunt was bad); 'that sort of thing, student newspapers could get

away with it more.'

The article at bottom was one of the memorable stories of Woroni that year. Focussed on the hypocrisy of students in

their statements of violence towards politicians yet

otherwise generally pacifist philospohy, the article's

subtitle, 'Facetious but possible don't you think' was

originally a note by the editors, not meant to be printed,

However, someone (possibly the heading editor) came

along and letraset it, and it went to print. The following

issue, a student pointed out in a letter (at top) the

rudeness of suggesting the article was not meant to

be taken seriously, which the editors entitled 'this fool

thinks woroni headlines are biased,' That's another

similarity
- we still use in-jokes.
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The Owls all Over for 2004
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'''
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The boots and mouths guards of Uni- North's rugby players have been put away until next year, as the club

wound up its 2004 season in the last couple of weeks.

While most teams found themselves just out of finals contention, both the Women's Blue and Colts teams made

it into the finals. Colts unfortunately lost to East's in their semi-final.

The Women 's Blue teams had a tough time in the finals series. They lost in the first semi final to the

competitions minor premiers East's 14-0. The next week they had to face off against Royals and it was a tight,

tough game. Uni-North's attacked the Royals try line for the last ten minutes of the game until in the dying
seconds, winaer Sacha Isaac broke throueh to eive Unis the win 10-7.

The Grand-final was played at Viking Park in Tuggeranong and it was promised to be a tough competitive game.
East's hadn't lost a game all year and Unis were ready to take them down.

Unis opened the scoring when inside centre Skeda Marsh got off the defensive line quickly and intercept the ball

from an East's scrum. This must have stunned East's a bit, as Unis hadn't scored against them in the semi-final

game at all. A little while later Sacha Isaac converted a penalty kick, making the score 8-0. A head injury to

outside centre Marsha Went saw her being swapped to the wing for the rest of the half, and then taken off. The

Owls kept attacking the line until fly-half and captain Erin Hunt picked and drove the ball over the line to make

the score 13-0 at the half* The second half consisted mainly of the Owls defending their line, withstanding

repeated charges. For East's, Polini Langi and Pip Butt made some damaging runs, however the defensive line

held strong for a long time. Eventually though, the line broke and East's scored. It got even more heated after

that, with East's desperate to score again, and Unis desperate to keep them out. Finally in the last minute East's

scored again, and converted the goal
- but it was too late, there was no time to restart the match, and the

University North's women's Blue team were the champions for 2004.

Coach Pat Coffey said while the whole team performed strongly overall, there were a few standout

performances. 'Brooke Rowland's was deservedly named player of the match, and continually pressured the

opposition. The captain, Erin Hunt, lead the team with distinction and the back row of Jennifer Ticehurst, Vikki

Fischer, and Mel Wade worked themselves to a stand still.' Coffey was very pleased with the overall

performance of the team, especially the way it defended. Post match he stated, rfWhile I think the side still has

room for improvement, the effort and sprit of the players on the day was outstanding. We kept at the task at

hand, and took advantage of the limited opportunities that came our way. The defensive effort in the last 20

minntp-; of rhp oamp on our own linp dp-;prvp-; a snprial mpntion for thp orpat pffort that was nut in
'

Japanese Judo Warrior

The ANU Judo club recently hosted an elite level judoka from Tokai University in Japan. Ryu Nakano, aged 21,
has an impressive record and fought at the last world Judo championships representing Serbia 8t Montenegro,

During the training session, Ryu demonstrated several techniques and practised his freestye throwing and

grappling skills with several class members. The class enjoyed the experience of having trained with and shown

techniques by a skilled elite Japanese competitor. Ryu's visit to the dojo certainly raised our expectation of the

proficency and achievements that can be attained in Judo. So what is the formula for developing a high standard

of Judo skills?

? Train at judo 6 times a week, often multiple sessions per day.

? Employ the best coaches.

? Train with the best judoka.

? Participate in regular competitions.

? Start Judo at an earlier age, eg at primary school.

? Develop a strong character and a will to win. An essential trait for a judoka is that he/she be able to

'get off the mat after a knockdown' so to speak. As Judo is a combative sport, be prepared to take the

losses with the wins which may happen during training or competition.

If you are overawed at what a world class judoka has lu du lu achieve his goals, then have no more concerns. We

at the ANU Judo club train twice a week but can provide you a more subdued judo training Australian style
where the emphasis is gaining some judo skills and fitness. We do encourage participation in competitions but

these are optional and judo provides excellent recreational benefits even if you are not in the race to be the

next Australian champion. We train at the ANU dojo in the Sports Centre on Tuesdays 8. 30- 10pm and Thursdays
6.30-8pm. Further details are obtainable at the ANU Sports Centre (Ph: 61252273) or by contacting the coach

Peter Chuns on 62415391 (H).
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We here at Woroni are pretty easily pleased, but what gets us going the most is receiving your reviews. Some call it old fashioned,

some call it slightly weird, but it's true. So, if you've seen, read, or heard something that moves you in a way that only the written

word can express, then jot down around 250 words and send it to us, with your name and a rating, at woroni.articles(S)anu.edu.au.

If you're interested in writing reviews and just want a bit more info, then come visit us in our offices, down the dark end of the S.A.

Bjork - Medulla

Sam Lonard

In the years since Bjork left Icelandic band The Sugercubes and pursued a solo career, we have seen her gradually develop
into one of the most innovative and intriguing artists in the music world. Her latest offering Medulla follows closely in the

electronic footsteps of Vespertine, but whereas Vespertine used technology to carve out Bjork's atmospheric world, Medulla

does away with traditional instruments and instead utilizes layered vocals to provide the foundations for her magic. Many .;

people, including myself, doubted Bjork's ability produce a worthy follow-up to Vespertine, but just minutes into the opening -

song, it becomes clear that Vespertine was just a taste of her creative potential. All fourteen tracks of Medulla take the listener

on a sonic voyage to paradise, with each song piecing together to form part of Bjork's big picture. Perhaps one of the more

absorbing moments on the album is 'Vokuro1, which is sung entirely in Bjork's native language of Icelandic. Anyone who has

listened to Sigur Ros will understand just how beautiful Icelandic can be when sung, and it is very becoming of the elegant world that Bjork has created on

Medulla. It is a pity that more tracks weren't sung in the language, but then again it just makes 'Vokuro' all the more special. Songs like 'Mouth's Cradle',

'Who Is It' and the terrific opener 'Pleasure is All Mine' are all breathtaking, but to truly name a highlight on this album would be an impossible task. However,

Bjork doesn't do it all alone. Big raps must go to Mike Patton, Valgeir Sigurdsson, and in particular, Rahzel, whose beat boxing throughout the album is

nothing short of amazing. Both The Icelandic Choir and The London Choir also provide backing to a handful of tracks, and the effect is no better realised

than on the first single 'Oceania'. Medulla is probably one of Bjork's least accessible works to date, but it is without doubt her most rewarding. This is the

sound of the future. ?$??$? & ?$? 1/2

The Good Life - Album of the Year vs. The Faint - Wet From Birth

Chloe Persing

Incestuous Nebraskan record label Saddle Creek are an industrious crew, spitting

out records ever so quickly to satisfy the masses of apathetic youth, living their lives

vicariously through the labels troubled frontmen. This month, two of their big-wigs - The

Good Life and The Faint - have released full length albums, both attempting to rock

one's casbah in two strikingly different ways. Led by the wonderfully melancholic Tim
I

Kasher from Cursive, The Good Life is a hodge-podge of Omaha musical veterans

who specialise in making their listeners want to curl up on their beds and yearn for

some sort of messy adulterated intense love. Album of the Year is by no means an

exception -

if Cursive is Kasher during a deranged and chaotic

break-up, then The Good Life is his vehicle

for the hopeless romantic within. Album of

the Year isn't a self-congratulatory title for

the record, but more a descriptive title for a

concept album that is split into twelve songs
- one for each month, each depicting some

aspect of a relationship. But therein lies its

flaw - each song has its strengths on its own, but

I after twenty minutes of tales of love gone wrong, you're about ready to shoot

I Kasher in an attempt to put the poor lad out of his misery. Well, either that or

I give him a cuddle, depending on your attraction to miserable looking fuck

I ups. The Faint's Wet From Birth, on the other hand, begs you to make

I your way onto the dance floor and to start slam dancing with some pretty

1 nipsier, excnanging eyeliner Tips ana complementing one anomer on your
I tight, tight jeans. Over the years, The Faint have developed a reasonably
I unique sound, blending fast paced beats with the odd reverb of a guitar
I and a pelvis-thrusting bass line. Wet From Birth delivers the goods
I although not nearly as persuasively as Blank-Wave Arcade did, back in

I the day. That being said, Wet From Birth isn't all that bad, even though
I the lyrics are questionable and the songs often repetitive.

I i f n

Joe Cinque's Consolation

Helen Garner

Review by Alice Allan

This book completely floored me. Being the follow-up to Helen

Garner's contentious 1995 novel, The First Stone, Joe Cinque's
Consolation bears the burden of not only dealing with huge issues

of morality and loss, but also the expectations that come with being
written by a 'controversial' author. I must admit, during the first

hundred pages I was more than willing to dole out judgements and

come to cast-iron conclusions about Garner and those portrayed in

her novel, but as the story of Joe Cinque and Anu Singh progressed,
I no longer wished to condemn, only to understand and come to

terms with Joe Cinque's death and 'the moral failure of the law'.

Despite her initial trepidation, Garner faces the challenges this story

Dnngs ner so Draveiy inai 10 can mis dook a mere Tonow-up seems

almost insulting. Garner protects herself from the type of criticism she

received after The First Stone by simply being honest. We are allowed

insight into everything she experienced, from intimate conversations

with Joe's family to details from judicial papers
and Garner's own reactions as she is drawn

deeper into the traqedv. It is this brutal honesty
that makes you respect Garner, yet still allows

you to come to your own conclusions. 'Look,' she

seems to be saying, 'it's all here, now judge if you
must'. While this book does not deal with an easy

topic, it is by no means a trial to read. In fact, it is

so engrossing that I barely noticed I was reading at

all. It glides along like a work of perfect fiction, but

Garner does not let us forget - these people are real,

this really happened, Joe Cinque is dead. This book

and the memories of those who knew him are now

all that is left, but Joe Cinque's Consolation is a fitting

tribute, and an important novel.
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Podgeball
Directed by Rawson Marshall Thurber

! Megan McKeough saw Dodgeball at Greater Union cinema

I As a dedicated lover and serial quoter of Zoolander, I was by no means kidding myself when I went to watch Ben Stiller's latest venture, Dodgeball. I

I knew I'd love it, as long as it had plenty of gratuitous physical violence, was littered with un-PC jokes and somehow worked in a pirate and a fat suit. To
?

my joy, it manages all of these things in almost camp glory, as well as incorporating leather S & M outfits, a motor scooter and a scene very reminiscent

|

of Bring It On. Stiller is in his typical comedy form, as the beefed-up and ultra-tanned owner of 'Globo Gym', a super-obnoxious fitness company, with

I highlights of his performance including a pornographic pizza scene and a must-see snippet after the credits. Vince Vauqhn plavs our protaqonist this

;,;

time around, as the struggling owner of 'Average Joe's' gym facing (of course) bankruptcy, and likable enough though a little bland in comparison to
?.; the all-out acting style of Stiller. Obviously, these days the answer to any gym owner's money troubles is forming a Dodgeball team with the rag tag
i remnants of your gym clients, entering a national competition where the prize is

;'.'
the exact amount of money you need to save your gym, and thus trying vainly
to prove both your own worth and that the underdog can prevail in the end and

: save the lost souls who (for some reason) rely on your run-down, shithouse gym.

;

Sure, the story is predictable with the tell-tale 'down and out' scene, the bar brawl,
the Mighty Ducks-style monumental competition and Stiller's sleazy attempt
at wooing, but this Cinderella story has some resonance after the predictable

!
conclusion. Nothing here you haven't seen before, but what's originality in cinema

; these days anyway? Dodgeball is just plain fun, funny, and will bring back the

; glorious memories of PE which you though you had finally repressed. Though
- Stiller is a thinly veiled version of his Zoolander character, only on steroids and

;

with a voice a few octaves lower, and Christine Taylor returns to play her own

,
Zoolander character, only as an uptight banker not an uptight journo, no one is

saying that Dodgeball is going to take an Oscar. Just go see it, laugh heartily,
?

hang around after the -credits and b^ sure to take some (open-minded) friends.
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The Life and Death of Peter Sellers

Directed bv SteDhen HoDkins

Review by Jeremy Smith

If you were not you and I were not me, then who sir would we be?? But what

if I were you and him and her and Inspector Jacques Clouseau and President

Merkin Muffley and Dr. Strangelove and about 100 others - would there be

any space left for a me? And if there wasn't room left for a 'me' then what

would I be? This is the central theme of The Life and Death of Peter Sellers.

Stephen Hopkins takes the audience on a journey through the life of a man

whn was famnns fnr hi.Q ahilitv tn rreate anH assume rharar.tprs tn th-=» noint

where he once said, 'Well actually I do not have a personality of my own...'

It is a discourse on how fame, fortune and ability play on the mind of the

beholder and those around them. It is enthralling, and engages the audiences

to the point where they are glued to their seats. The movie, however, is quite

complicated and thus is not for one who wishes to just sit and laugh at a

screen for two hours. It is complicated to the point where you can't miss a

single scene as you become completely involved with the characters and

the way events surrounding them play out. Geoffrey Rush (Peter Sellers)
cements his place as one of Hollywood's most talented actors plavinq at least

10 different parts to absolute perfection. Although
his physical appearance differs to Sellers' it is

not an issue, through Rush's acting you could

swear it was actually Sellers on the screen again.

The story telling techniques too deserve praise,

with Rush at times briefly assuming the roles of

different people that influenced Sellers' life, eg,

Stanley Kubrick, Brian Edwards, or his mother, to

point the audience in the direction of the next 'act'

of the film. With further sterling performances

by Charlize Theron (Britt Ekland); Emily Watson

(Ann Sellers); John Lithgow (Brian Edwards) and

Stanley Tucci (Stanley Kubrick), The Life and

Death of Peter Sellers is not one to miss.

Blink 182 vs. Muse - The Hordern Pavilion

Adam Brodie-McKenzie

On Wednesday the 8th of September and Friday the 1 0th of September I made the trek to the Hordern Pavilion

to see two big international acts, firstly Blink 182 and secondly Muse. I thought it was interesting seeing how the

different bands related in the same venue and thought that I could not only give a general rundown of the gigs but

also a note to all those who want to go see gigs at the Pavilion. First off the bat, don't bother lining up at the front

for hours. At Blink there were several thousand punkers in front of us when we joined the line and I still made it

right to the front, just close enough to be spat on by the lisping Tom. Similarly with Muse, my friends foolishly decided to line up from 4pm. I thought this
~

was stupid and so instead went to Channel V, got on TV, saw Spiderbait and Supergrass play live and watched Muse be interviewed only centimetres

away... oh yeah, and I got the whole band to sign my ticket. Anyway, I again was thousands towards the back of the line and again ended up being at

the front of the mosh pit, to my friends dismay. . .we don't really talk about it as it seems a bit of a sensitive issue.

Up close for Blink the sound was really bad. You could hardly hear what they were singing and could only just hear distorted guitar. As nearly every

single Blink song has the same riff it was not easy to work out what song was being played, even more so when they did a weird collage of old songs

including Josie and M&Ms. This seemed to be an acknowledgement by the band of the similarity of their tunes. Unfortunately the collage did not
enhance the performance but rather confused and irritated the audience because many of the songs were crowd favourites who would have preferred to

hear the whole song. Mark and Tom did do their signature rants commenting about each other's mums etc., but it seemed to be so old hat to them and it

didn't have the enthusiasm of their live album The Mark, Tom and Travis Show'. A positive thing was that it was hands down the friendliest mosh I have

ever been in. I had to do my shoe laces up twice and each time tempted fate by bending over. Instead of ending up trampled on the floor like I thought
I would, a large space formed around me and people asked if I was OK. It was truly amazing. That was about all that was amazing. The encore fizzled

out. It started out OK playing Down and, naturally, Dammit. However the gig ended with Mark having a very bad go at playing guitar and drums. The

crowd stood perplexed assuming that the band would come on for one or two more romper stompers, but it never eventuated and the crowd left dazed

and scratching their head.

Muse on the other hand was truly an epiphany. Maybe the fact that they are my favourite band of all time had something to do with it, who can tell. I

learnt that the fact that Blink 182 sounded crap had nothing to do with where I was moshing because I was in pretty much exactly the same spot and

I could hear Muse well, brilliantly even. They had an amazing set with lots of pretty lights and awesome backgrounds. Something that is surprising is

how well they engage with the audience throughout the concert without saying anything more than 'thank you'. The reason I love Muse so much is just
because of the pure epic nature of their music. Every song, whether hard or soft, is a melodramatic, cathartic opera of tumultuous splendour. I almost
cried after being taken on the iournev that was Butterflies and Hurricanes. In total the show onlv went for ten minutes lonqer than Blink and thev too onlv

had two songs in their encore. Nevertheless after Muse's performance one felt well-nourished and I was personally
in a state of euphoria for the next couple of days... and possibly still have not come down completely. Andrew from

Channel V asked Muse why they had such spectacular theatrics for their shows. Dominic answered that unlike

Blink, who he had seen the previous night, Muse don't interact with the crowd much or move around a great deal, so

they need the big balloons full of flowers wafting over the crowd to distract them from the static performances of the

musicians. Dominic, you modest British bastard, that is such a crock of crap. Muse did not need dick jokes to interact

with the crowd, nor any words for that matter, because they had their music. With that they communicated with their

soul and that's what won me over

Deloris - Fake Our Deaths

Megan McKeough

The whole way through Deloris' Fake Our

Deaths, I had this overwhelming sense

of deja vu. Their sound is enjoyable, yes,

and nothing too odd or risky, but maybe
that was the problem- 1 felt I'd heard it

all before. Was this good? Bad? I mused

over this whilst listening to their tinkering,

cymbal-filled tracks, with a faint sense

that I wanted to drift off to sleep because

it was really quite soothing. I still can't

place exactly who the vocalist sounds like, but he has this throaty, deep
sound that could easily translate to some emo-y band trying to gain cred

by going thoughtful. Deloris' brooding style of alt rock is the kind of CD

you listen to before you go to sleep or subtly enjoy as study music- it's

easy listening but with enough punch that Fake Our Deaths won't fade

into the background of your CD collection too easily, along with some

other similar sounding generics I won't name. Personally, I liked this

CD for what it was: soft, gentle sounds that are pleasing to the ear but

honestly nothing to write home about, though you can tell these guys
are smart and probably think too much. Deloris certainly nail that catchy
but pleasantly lulling sound, and though many may find this CD dull it's

likable enough for me. There's something sweet about it, and a little

haunting sometimes, and perhaps some opening riffs sound exactly alike

but in general these songs are good, if a little similar. My conclusion is

that the deja vu is both good and bad- the tracks are comforting, in a

reliable way like a favourite song, but could translate to almost any band

because they lack a certain uniqueness. It's like a whole CD of the softer

side of run of the mill rock bands, the tracks they create to show they are

sensitive or something. Highlights include 'All The Best', and the opening
The Unbroke Part Of It'.
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The Corporation
Directed by Mark Achbar, Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan

Rouslun Churches saw The Corporation at Electric

Shadows cinema

Wow! Another documentary... about big business... and/

or the US government... and how they are fucking us

over. The Corporation is a little disadvantaged coming
out after Fahrenheit 9/11 given that people who were

a little disenchanted with Michael Moore's increasingly

popumentary brand of filmmaking might feel inclined

to run for the lefty-propaganda-proof bomb shelter at

this new Canadian (uh-oh) film s title alone. But abate,

masses, from your exodus! It's sort of ironic that Moore

appears a couple of times in this 'doco' and better film

than F 9/11. Did you know that in the US, companies first

came to acquire independent legal personality through
the 14th amendment, a constitutional provision intended

to make sure African American slaves would be accorded

equal recognition as people at law? The film's structure

is to go through the anatomy of the company: it's history,

its status as a legal person, the idea of 'externalities', the corporate image, the

notion of 'good corporate citizenship', the profit motive; and eventually comes to

the conclusion that our society requires a second industrial revolution to wipe
* out the company business model and come up with something better. Though
j clearly attempting to make a case from the start against its subject, The

| Corporation retains credibility in its structure. The makers use case studies

! involving commonly known corporations (Nike, living up to its name, being

| one of them) and interviews with the people in charge of other companies
1 to make its point. It's great because while these CEOs try to turn on the PR

snow machine for the camera and explain why the corporate model is so

good, they succeed to a large degree in crystallising our awareness of just

how flimsy these business based arguments are in the context of everyday

society, wnatever your conclusions aoout wnetner me corporation can

properly be categorised as a documentary aside, the film engages with

some engrossing and important issues readily compatible either as stand

alone impressive coffee lounge conversation or as an introduction to the

companion literature about this stuff- a few of the authors of which, such

as Noam Chomsky and Naomi Kline, appear in the film.

Goodshirt -

Fiji Baby
Megan McKeough

Sometimes, all you want to do is listen to

something quirky and fun. Nothing too message

heavy, riddled with political meaning or hiding

satanical propaganda beneath what, to primitive

ears, appears to be a song about a cheese grater.

No, no, sometimes all you want is music you can

enjoy without feeling like you should be saving

|

the forests or protesting Bush or creating anti-fur campaigns for Peta.

!

Goodshirt's latest, Fiji Baby, is just that- fun retro pop rock, catchy, and

i as pleasant as grape-flavoured bubblegum. It reminds me of sunny,

1

summer days, dripping ice cream cones, the beach and living like it's the

|

60's. You know what I'm talking about- bike riding, running with flowers

in your hair and saving to buy that awesome orange shag couch you've
had your eye on. I'm not quite sure why I get this image- upon listening

to the opening track my fellow sub editor said, 'So hello, I believe we've

just stepped into Nirvana's 'Bleach', everyone,' and to some extent

she wasn't wrong. They're eclectic, sure, with some tracks being a little

harder than the rest, but Goodshirt mix it up, make it their own brand of

quirky pop and somehow make you wish that your life was a lot more

fun than it actually is (and really don't sound anything like Nirvana when

you listen to more than 5 seconds of them). In these modern times

I where it's political correctness, pressure to succeed and ever-present
\ pretentiousness, it's nice to have a band that's just mellow, is what it is

1
and not pretending to be anything more. One can appreciate that. Fiji

\ Baby is light, slightly trippy sometimes, not too enlightening lyrically but

j
like I said it's not one you whack on to impress your most deep thinking

[ or philosophical friends. Get sloshed, buy an orange shag couch, drink

| pineapple juice and then whack it on. It's just FUN

|
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The Corporation
Directed by Mark Achbar, Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan

Review by Jeremy Smith

If I were to tell you that there is someone out there;

someone who used to work for the public good, but found

themselves helping Hitler organise the Holocaust; owns

life, but for some reason destroys it; who would that person
be? In our current aae the onlv nerson who seems to fit the

profile is that one person who has created the world we live

in; that one person who has the power over life and death,

but seems to revel in the plight of the third world. Maybe the

answer is God? But it isn't. So who is this being that seems

to be above humanity, detached from us yet wielding all

power over us, the people of the world? A somewhat cynical
answer to the question at hand is that rather peculiar legal

personality - The Corporation. It shouldn't be so surprising
either. In the transition from the religious to secular world, is

it so shocking that man has created another fictitious higher

power that dictates Man's wants and desires - 'The Market'?

And in this world, is it so shockina that Man has created new

ways to shed himself of moral responsibility and legal liability
- 'The I

Corporation'? I should think not. In fact it seems that throughout history, I

Man has always tried to find ways to rid himself of these restrictions I

when money is the final product of the equation. The Corporation is a I

documentary that follows the life of this most important greater being I

in modern history. Following its practices and ideology it proceeds to I

psychoanalyze our new God, and it seems that the Western world has I

ditched its vengeful one for a clinical psychopath. I he Corporation seeKs

to engage and inform the audience on our new aspiring God's inner-most

secrets and does an excellent job. It makes you think about the direction

we as a global population are headed and not only how that direction is

going to affect the future, but how it is affecting people today. I mean did

you know that Bechtel Corporation bought the rights to rain water in a South

American town?! The only let down is that the list of secrets is so long that

the film itself qets boqqed down and becomes a little borinq near the end.

However, if you want to learn something and develop a conscience then it is

a must see for every economics and arts student alike... more the economics

students though . ?£&??©?'$??£&?
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ABOVE: The latest in Howard's Anti-Terror

Pro-War It's All Good Fridge Magnet Campaign,
Unveiled.

Campaign Leaves Candidates Feeling
Flaccid

In what's being described as a rather unsatisfying experience,
ANU students; have participated in this year's ANUS A elections.

Asking around the student body, one got the picture that this year,
students were selecting candidates based upon some very abnormal

criteria. 'It was size that mattered this year,' says one voting

student, 'and quite frankly, we girls were disappointed. The guys

just couldn't rise to the challenge'. So what were guys looking for in

finHincr thp. hp.sf ranrHrtatPQ to mnrpcpnt thpm- 'Thp r4iirVc with thf-
* *- *- *.^*-». M. *?
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least clothes and the biggest assets,' exclaims one John's resident.

The candidates too were feeling the effects of not being able to

fulfil the expectations of voters. Laments one EXCITE candidate

'the voters, they just wanted us to keep going, 'harder and harder'

they'd say! It was the most embarrassing experience, realising that

not even our best talents could bring the voters to the climax and

snare a vote for us. It was dismal'. 'Those EXCITE boys, they were

just useless. They definitely lost our vote this year,' exclaims another

disappointed voter. 'As for 'Terrorism Yeah', well those guys are just

into some kinky s**t! !' exclaimed another. With results in this week it

appears that this years election garnered only 5.5% of the student body,
down from last years figure of 10%. 'What can we say? Everything is

smaller and more unfulfilling this year,' states former ANUS A board

member Mai Aggertz.
So how can ANUSA encourage more students to turn out and

participate in their student elections? 'We want a campaign with

more feeling and more toys, and feathers and those little rubber

things that you get in the 18+ show bags, yeah they're cool. That's

what we want!' Enough said. Matt Byrne.

[?]

[?]

[?]
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night raised the important issue of marketing.
Resident PR adviser Al-Wadhi suggested that

current slogans no longer hold the same 'punch'

they did previously.

Al-Wadhi stated 'Look, my brothers, advertising

is very important. Our credibility is at stake

when we present our public face. Our current

slogans have been done to death. Literally. I think

it's time we take a new approach. People are

becoming irritated with our existing mottos and

emblems. Architecture and flames are very last

season.'

The head of the AQ PR team suggested a 'softer'

image, to target a wider demographic. 'The

young people see the old ways as outdated. You

know, that's the way grandfather did it. Just

because that's the way his father, and his father

before him did it - it means nothing. 'Tradition'

rated on the 'Not' side of New Terrorist's 'What's

Hot' list.'

'Yes. The youth of today does not identify with

our methods. They say that the Crusades are

history. Which, I must admit is not completely
incorrect. So what we need is a new image. We

need to jzuzjte, dammit!'

'We should be more in touch with the people.

I'm thinking 'Good Morning Osama'. How about

'Jerry Al-Sada'? I'm thinking 'Cave Makeover'

and for the animal lovers - yes they're good,

they're willing to support any crackpot theory

and throw money away at any old scam with a

pet
- what about 'Al-Sada's Practice', with a

'You and Your Goat' special.'

Voting on the new image will take place next

week.
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WEAPONS OF MASS

CONFUSION: TOURISTS

TAKE TERRORISTS
(Courtesy of the New Yorker)

BAGHDAD: Three Swiss tourists are

currently holding a cell of Al'Qaeda
terrorists hostage. The kidnapping occurred

following what is believed to have been a i

slight by the latter about the quality of Swiss

chocolate.

In a downtown quarter of Iraq's capital,

yesterday, a number of known terrorists

cornered a Swiss tour group. Several tense

hours followed, in which Al'Qaeda members

physically intimidated and verbally assaulted

the foreigners. The abuse reached a climax

when one terrorist mimicked pulling Lindt

balls out of his posterior.

At this point, several of the tourists are

believed to have become highly agitated

and proceeded to use the winding knob of

their Swatches in an attempt to gouge out

the eyes of their assailants. As the terrorists

retreated, one Swiss was heard to mutter

'p*** being neutral!' and proceeded to grab

the Al'Qaeda leader.

At this point, the Swiss have still not

released the conditions for the hostages'

release, nor has the Swiss government
commented. Witnesses have suggested that

yodelling has been heard from the building

in which the terrorists are being held and

?me onlooker claims he heard screams of

I'NO! Recite each Alp alphabetically, in

Mescending order you filthy bastard!'
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